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PREFACE

This final report of fiscal -year 1972 on ILS scattering con-

tains the new -.r-k verform-ed since the nublication of the 1ebruaarv

1972 rem-ort, titled 'The ILS Scatterina -Probien and Signal Detec-

tion Model'. In order that this revort be as self-contained as

possible, -most of the original work contained in the February 1972

-eoort is renroduced here.

Work nerformed since the Februarv renort is founid in Anependix

A ~hih conains the development of the Fresnel appnrO'cimation for

ase in considering scattering from tall structures; in Section 4

where the closed-form solution for s-cattering fro:_ slanted rec-

tancular walls is derived and where an extension of the electro-

magnetic scattering problem to non-perfectly conducting slabs is

develop~ed; and in Atmendix E where the computer proa=ra=- is dis-

cussed.

Since publishing the February 1972 report, the model has

undergone a validation test and agrees well with thm flicht data.

The model has also been applied to the p-lanned Dalla4-S 7-rt- Ixrth

Reczional Airport to predict the expected course deviamio -_

tion (CDI) using two different l'ocalizers. These results =a--- be

f ound in. TSC Report No. DOO-TSC-FAA-72-lS, titled 'ILS Loca-lzer

Performance Study; Dallas Fort, Wiorth Regional Airport and Mlodel

validation -Syracuse Hancock Airport.0

We gratefully acknowledge the help received from Mr. S. 1-aM

and Mr. R. Silva who contributed their Scientific talents to the

success of this research effort. we would also like to thank

Mr. 0. Newsom for his excellent prograing work on this pro-ject.
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functional relationships among the scattered fields and the known

incident fields are developed and then substituted into the surface

integral equations The integrals, which are now expressed in
terns of the known incident fieIds, are then evaluated to produce

apnroximate exoressions for the scattered fields at the observation

Doint. The functional relationships among the scattered and inci-

dent fields at the surface of the scatterer are extremelv co-li-

cated in the case of certain structures, for example, for hollow

dielectric buildings with various internal structure, but very

sim le in the case of perfect conductors or buildings with metal

walls (or, to a good approximation, metal rod reinforced concrete

walls). Because of the difficulties of pursuing the analysis

further with ncn-metal structures and because typical airport

scattering objects are well approximated by perfect conductors, we

assume, except in Section iV6, that the scattering objects are

perfect conductors (Approx. No. 2).

Application of the boundary conditions for perfect conductors

yields a relationship between the scattered magnetic field at the
observation voint and the surface inteural over the scatterer of

th- tangential component of the total (incident plus scattered)

macnetic field. To aproximate the total magnetic field on the

surface of the conductina scatterer, we first employ the principles

of ray optics. Specifically, we assume as a first approximation

that the total magnetic field is zero on the side of the scatterer
not directly illuminat -d by the primary source (Approx. No. 3).T his --h aF -a- - '

is a good approximation when diffaction effects may be con-

sidered as second order effects. Diffraction effects mav safely

be considered second order when the wavelength cf the incident

radiation is small cuared with the dimensions of the scatterer.

This is the case for scattering from hangers; however, it is not

the case for scattering from aircraft where the localizer w:e-

length and fuselage radius are comparable. To treat this case,

special care would have to be taken to check that diffraction re-

mains sma!l; for, if it does not, Approximation Number 3 could not

be made and an alternate method for relatino inc-ient and scattered

fields would be needed.
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Having assumed that the tanvential component of the magnetic

field- is zero on the unilluminated portion of the scatterer, it is

next necessary to specify it on the illuminated side. This is

done by assuming plane wave reflection (Approx. No. 4). For dis-

tances generally encountered in the ILS problem, this approximation

is valid (unless the scatterer dimensions are comparable to the

wavelergth, in which case, Approximations 3 and 4 will have to be

modified).

Since we are interested in the values of the scattered fields

in the far field of the scatterer (the approaching aircraft being

between the outer marker and the far end of the runway), the in-

tegral equations for the fields may be expanded asymptotically for

large valueb of the distance between scatterer and observer (Approx.

No. 5); a similar far field approximation is made for tne antenna-

to-scatterer distance. Both the Fraunh.fer and Fresne! versions

of this approximation are used in this report.

The application of the above approximations in the analysis

leads to the final expressions shown in Section 2.4, APPROXIMATE

SOLUTIONS TO THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF SCATTERING THEORY, Equations

(2.47) and (2.48) for the scattered electromagnetic field. These

differ from those used by IBM but are basically the same as the

Ohio University expressions. The differences between the theory

presented here and IBM's are discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6,

LOCALIZER SIGNAL SCATTERING and COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK,

where the theory is carefully applied to localizer signal scatter-

ing by a rectangular wall. By means of this application of the

theory to scattering from a rectangular wall, it is shown our re-

sults reduce to Ohio's, if certain additional approximations re-

lating to reflections from the ground plane are made in our equa-

tions. The differences between our formulation of the scattering

problem and the IBM formulation are of a fundamental nature. The

practical consequences of these differences are shown in an ac-

companying graph in which the example used by IBM for scattering

from a vertical rectangular wall is used and the predicted DDM's

compared. The differences may often be significant. For very tall

Al



structures even larger differences would be found, as is demon-

strated in our Fresnel approximation development, found in

Appendix A.

In addition to the analysis of recta.igular wall scattering,
we present (Appendix B) the new scattering formula for vertical

triangles and show how to use these when the triangles are ele-

vated, as in the case of triangular roof structures and tail sec-

tions of aircraft. We also present (Section 4.4.) a closed-form

solution to the slanted rectangular wall (not previously obtained

in the IBM formulation), which should be useful for calculating

reflection from hangars with slanted roofs. New closed-form

solutions for double reflection between two vertical walls are

given in Appendix C.

In Section 3.0, MODELING OF ILS SIGNAL DETECTION, we go from

the scattering problem to the signal detection problem, in which

we try to understand hov t.he DDM ,sust be defined in the presence

of multipath and develop a reasonable model of the ILS signal

detection system. The IBM and Ohio University expressions for DDM

are inadequate for strong multipath environments, since their ex-

pressions are strictly valid only for single carrier signals when

the relative phases of the received carrier and sidebands are the

same. We, therefore, present a unified model of ILS signal recep-

tion which includes the dephasiag of carrier and sideband signals,

Doppler effects, different receiving antenna gain patterns and

capture effect systems.

To do this, a general expression for the receiver input cur-

rent is written which includes the polarization and gain vector of

the antenna (the gain vector for a small circular loop receiving

antenna is derived in Appendix D). This is used to help represent

the amplified signal, which appears at the output of the IF stage

of the receiver, in terms of the different transmitted modulation

waveforms and the gains and phase delays associated with the dif-

ferent radiation paths. This IF signal is then passed to a second

detector which generates an audio frequency signal which is passed
through a set of filters to obtain the relative 90 Hz and 150 Hz

4



amplitudes, from which the course deviation indication (CDI) may

be determined.

Since the second detector (amplitude modulation detector) is
a nonlinear device, its output reflects interactions between the

intended ILS signal and the spurious signals received due to multi-

pathing or due to transmission of a secondary carrier. In order

to estimate the relative passage of this output through the selec- Z

tire 9 Hz and 150 Hz tone filters, Fourier analysis is used to

express the detected audio signal in terms of discrete frequency

comoonents for which well defined transmissivities by each filter

are assumed. The interaction between the course and clearance sig-

nals in the general case of a dual carrier frequency system gives

rise to the much-utilized "capture effect". Advantage is taken of

tne large separation between the ILS signal modulation frequencies
and the intercarrier beat (8kHz) to find an approximate linear ex-

pression for the total detected audio signal in terms of independ-

ent course and clearance audio signals.

The isolated course and clearance snals have the character

of audio outputs from an AM detector generated by standard single

carrier ILS signals, distorted by multipathing. For this single

carrier case, a simple relation is found for the principal com-

ponents of the detected audio signal lying within the passbands of

the modulation frequency filters. The analysis in this case is

valid in the approximation that the aggregate of interfering sig-

nals is somewhat weaker than the direct carrier signal - a reason-

able condition for any marginally flyable course.

Doppler modifications of detected signals arise as a conse-

quence of the variation of multipath phase delays which is implicit
with the motion of an airborne receiver. In the approximation

stated immediately above, each received component of multipath
interference may be characterized by the relative Doppler shift of

its carrier to the direct path carrier. Sum and difference com-
binations of modulation and Doppler frequencies can under certain

circumstances give net frequencies near the filter center fre-

quencies resulting in possible false signals being passed by the

5



90 Hz or 150 Hz filters. With the aircraft approach speeds used

today, the Doppler may, for example, increase the 90 Hz signal to

the point where it passes through the 150 Hz filter, or it may in-

crease the 150 Hz to the extent that it is excluded from the 150 Hz

filter. These possibilities are investigated by studying the fre-

quency response of a narrowband modulation filter and calculating

all significant contributions in each filter output. Thus, values

are obtained for the two detected modulation amplitudes from which
the apparent DDM and CDI are conventionally determined. As a

practical matter, it appears that the Doppler contributions to sig--
nal derogation cannot be neglected for aircraft speeds in the vicin-

ity of 200 feet/sec. and filter bandwidths around 15 cps.

Thus the new model is capable of calculating the detected audio

frequency signal, including Doppler and capture effects, in the

presence of any moderately strong multipath interference. It may

therefore be applied to determination of the apparent CDI for any

conventional localizer or glide slope system.

In Section 4.0 we present a fcrmulation of the electromagnetic

scattering problem for imperfectly conducting thin flat slabs as a

possible extensioa of the theory presented in Section 2.0 for use

in situations where the electromagnetic waves are incident upon

non-metallic structures at large angles of incidence.

Finally, in Appe.dix E, the computer program itself is

discussed.

6
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2.0 THE ILS SCATTERING PROBLEM

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic scattering is one of the most important and

most complex topics in classical mathematical physics. Basically,

the problem is to determine the field perturbations (scattered

fields) which .±-sult when various obstacles (the scatterers) are

placed in known (incident) electromagnetic fields. To solve

a given scattering problem, one attempts to find a solution of

Maxwell's equations which has the property that when it is added

to the known or incident electromagnetic field the resulting total

field satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions at the surfaces

cf the scattering obstacles. Unfortunately, exact solutions to

scattering problems have been obtained in only a limited number of

cases. In this report, integral equations for the scattered fields

will be developed by directly integrating the electrcmagnetic

field equations. Appruximate solutions to these integral equations

for the case of perfectly conducting scatterers will then be

applied to investigdte 2ocalizer signal scattering by a flat,

vcltical wall. Comparisons will be made with previous work.

2.2 ZNTEGRATION OF MAXWELL's EQUATIONS

The Maxwell's equations in M.K.S. units for a hcmogenecus,

isotropic medium with permittivity c and permeability u are given

below

7 x E ic..H (2.1)

x H = J-iwcE (2.2)

- E = P/E (2.4)

In Equations (2.1) through (2.4), it has been assumed that all

fields vary harmonically in time as e-  The quantities E, H, J,

and i. are, respectively, the electric field, the magnetic field,

the current distribution, and the charge distribution. Taking the

7
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curls of Equations (2.1) and (2.2) we find that E and 1 satisfy

the following field equations:

V x MVE) -kE =iwuiJ(2)

V x (VxH) - k H = VxJ ,(2.6)

2 2
where k =W. EV.

Let V be a closed volume in the medium bounded by a regular

surface S. Let Q and ' be vector fields defined at each point in

the medium. The vector Green's theorem for P and Q has the

following form:

(O-VxVxP - P-VxVxQ)dv
V

S (PxVxQ - QxVxP).fi ds , (2.7)
S

where n is the unit normal to the surface S and is directed out-

ward from the volume V.

The integral identity given by Equation (2.7) can be used to

directly integrate the field Equations (2.5) and (2.6). To begin

with, we define the function Y(r',r) as follows:

= e (2.8)

The two point function 7 is just the Green's function of the-

Helmholtz equation. That is to say, i satisfies the equation

2 2
(V+k)i = -4-5 (r'-r) (2.9)

where 6 (W'-r) is the Dirac Delta Function. The vector r' can be

thought of as the position vector relative to some origin 0 of an

observation point P inside V while r' is the position vector rela-

tive to the origin of any source point in V or on S. Following

Stratton,1 we first define the vectors P and appearing in

Equation (2.7) as follows:

8



= ~(~)(2.10)
a '~(r,r)

where a isauit vector in some arbitrary, fixed direction.]

Referring to Equations (2.5), (2.9), and (2.10), the following

vector relations hold:

Vx (VxQ) -+ak2 + 4 ira. (r'-r) + V (a -VYi) (2.11)

Vx(VxP) =kE + i.J

Substituting these various expressions into the integral

relation (2.7) and integrating wi1 th respect to the unprimed sourceM
coordinates, we obtain after a few trivial vector manipulations

the following expression for E(r)

E(r') 41jr'AiUiijjY+ C PuY)dv (2.12)

l(nxH) T+ (nxE) xVY+ ( )VFd

The unit vector a ha5 ajeen dropped from (2.12) since its orienta-

tion is arbitrary and it would simply scalar multiply both sides

of (2.12). Repeating this analysis with P defined as H~) the

zollowing expression for H(r') is obtained:

H ~ 4r) (2.13)
V

+ 4--tJ 1jwz (xE (nxH) xVI- (n -H) V'd

Equations (2.12) and (2.13) express the electric and

magnetic field intensities at any point P inside the volume V in A

terms of volume integrals over the charges and currents inside V

and surface integrals of the fields over the bounding surface S.

The surface integrals represent the contributions to E and A from

sources located outside V. These two equations will be the basis

for our treatment of elec.- aagnetic scattering.

9
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2.3 INTEGRAL EQUATIONS IN THE THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING

To begin our discussion of electromagnetic scattering, con-

sider the geometry depicted in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 depicts a

multiply-connected volume V containing a localized source of elec-

tromagnetic radiation which occupies a volume Vi in V. This source

might, for example, be a glide slope or localizer antenna. The

charge and current distributions within Vi will be denoted by i

and Ji" respectively. Elsewhere in V, J and p are assumed to be

identically zero. Note that the volume V is bounded by an interior 1
boundary surface S1 and an outer boundary surface So . The volume

V1 bounded by S1 is not included in V. The volume V consists of

the region bounded by So, excluding the interior of Si . To apply

Equations (2.12)

vI
SS

Figure 2.1. Multiply-Connected Region Containing Source

and (2.13) to such a multiply-connected region, the surface inte-

grals must be carried out over both bounding surfaces.

13



Let us assume that the source occupying the volume V. in V is
the only source of radiation. Let (r Cr) and i (, denote, respec-

tively, the electric and magnetic field intensities produced by
this source. The subscript 'i" i:; used to denote incident field.

The values of Ei and H. at a point P inside V are given by the

following e uations (Eas. (2.12) and (2.13)).

Ei(r') = 1i.+ o i)dv

V_
11

F. .7(n:c iY+( XEi)X +(n.E.) Jds (2.14)

j=oJ

and

Hi. r ') f (3 .ixA) dv
1~ 1

+ iw (nx i)7--nxHi)x- - (-H i)V

= = * (2-15)

Note that in Equations (2.14) and (2.15), the volume integrals are
extended only over the volume V. occupied by the localized source
since J . o are zero elsewhere :n V. Note also that each eaua-

tion contains two surface intecrals because of the two surfaces
which bound V.

Equations (2.14) and (2.15) represent solutions to the field
Equations (2.5) amrd (2.6) for the electric and magnetic field dis-

tributions inside the multiplv connected region due to the local-

ized source occupying the volume V1 in V depicted in Figure 2.1.
Since this localized source is assumed to be the only source of

radiation in the universe, tie surface integrals appearing in
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are in fact identically zero. To see
that this must be so, consider first the surface integrals, in
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) of Ei and H. over the interior boundary

S Since S encloses no sources (J B 0 and a E 0 in V1 ), we can

Il

La

_ .... - ---- = _ _ . _ j



contract the surface S1 down to a new boundary surface S', which is
enclosed by S I without adding any new charges or currents to the

volume of integration. Consequently, the only changes in Equa-
tions (2.14) and (2.15) which result from shrinking S.. down to S

is that the surface integrals of E- a-.- H- over Sare =or carried3. . SI
out over S1 . Since the electric and magnetic field intensities at

- P do not chancae as a result of this contraction, we aust conclude

that the surface integrals over S Iequal the correspnnudinc Surface
integrals over S I. But, the values of the surface integrals in
(2.14) and (2.15) of E . and H- o ver Sl can be made arbitrarily
small by si=nly allowing the surface area of ~1to go to zero.

Consequently, we can conclude that the surface integrals of E..
a H vrIa
an H oerS nearing in Equations (2.14) and (2.15) are

identically zero. That is to say,

f [i- o~,i+(i 'xf+a vd 0 (2.163

and

f~~~lui ~ ~ ~ ~ d (fx2)~ (~l.)~ iH)Vl 0 (2-11

A similar argument can be made r-egarding- the surface integrals
of H- and H over the outer boundary S%. Since -no new sources of

3. j
radiation are added to the volume of integration by expand-ing S0
to some new surface S dtB o and o ' o outside S0 ) h ufc
integrals over must equal the corresponding integrals overS

But if the surface So is allowed to recede to infinity--, the surface
integrals over S, go to zero because of the fo-21iowimng asv.-.ti

properties of electromagnetic fields produced by localizedA

sources- 1,2 I

12



lim rE is fvinite

= 2- rr-zt

SrnV r5 3~~ t (2-1

-iber _ z-/ Isa-mtvc-ri hedr-.=G -me-e

foprin ins' Ean H21) n- r'): ientcl~

vizatis tosavi

j 0. (2-20)

Eanation (2.2)and on (223)ar t 2-7e fa 2.-ia exressi2ns forto

Equios of-radian 23.) c in the bsnc ofloi bcnndaries. I-
for endU

Tww-)dw. (- 22
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Sucose nc w that a scattering object is placed inside the

in terior kxinam. SI  The situation is depicted in Figure 2.2.

- 1n

0N

Figuree 2.2. Geometry I1-usta-i the Arraneent of
= Sou.rce ar= -'atterwer

The scatterer could be co=oseo- of a co-ducting or dielectric

-atarial or a cob-natio . of the tw . Ch.Lat 4 - and currerts ill

be induced in the scatterer by the inciert f--ields an an _i

generated bw tif mrinary source of radiation o0ccpv---g the volume
V_ in V. -se secondary sources will i4 turn radiate electro-

rzagnetic waves. Let S C r) and H C r) denote, respectively, the

electric and macnetic fields generated bv the charges and currents
uce scatterer subscrint "sl is used to denote

scattered field. The total electric and g -etic fields can be-

represented as follows:

E(r) =E- (r) (Er)
BC;)= f-C;)+ A(2.24)

T scattered fields aTan Hs will of course exert forces

on the charges and currents of the primary source. As a result,

14N
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the charge distribution pi and the current distribution J will

ass_--e new values which we will denote by p! and J!, respectively.

Hop-ever, we will as that the perturbations of JI and p i due to

the presence of the scatterer are second order effects and t1hat

they can be ignored. That is to say, we will assume that

J = J.

a= ( (2.25)

These aprox4 -ations should be very good for scatterers in the far
2

field of the primary radiator.

To calculate the total electric and magnetic fields at a

point P inside V, we simply anply Equations (2.12) and (2.13). For

.a-ple, the electric field is given by

£4')=1-7£ pU) dv
V.

~S'! C~ a ~ a ; ds (2.26)a

j=o

where E = Ei + E and H 4= E + H5 (u. (2.24)). Notice that the
1 5

lcalizd ="Mice occpv the vfluse V- is still the only source

of radiation inside V since the scatterer lies in the volume V1
bounded by S. and this region is excluded from V. Notice also

that we have made use of the aunroximation (2.25). According to

Equation (2.22), the vol -me integral appearing in E-ation (2.26)
equals iS'I. Consequently, since H = Ei- E, the scattered

electric field at P is given by

e S -

3=0 3

1 E x x wt- . v
4= S)W+ S &!s d (2.27)

3
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where we have made use of Equation (2.24) and have separated the

surface integrals involving the incident and scattered fields.

But the integrals of Ei and over the arfaces S and S1 have
already been shown to be identically zero (Ecs. (2.16) and (2.20)).
Fu-hrth--rmore, if the surface So is allowed to recede to infinity-,

the surface integral over S of the scattered fields will go to

zero since E and H have the same asymptotic properties as E- and

H. (Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)). Consequently, we finally arrive at

the following expression for E

Es (r') = - f lE 5 Os)y+( xV-+(n'- S)v ds

S1 (2.28)

Since the surface So has been allowed to recede to infinity,

Equation (2.28) is valid for any point P lying outside the surface
S. The analogous expression for H (G') is

HW)= 4- f [iCnEST(n~~ '9 Hs;;V ds.
Si1 (2.29)j

In fact, the surface S1 can be collapsed down onto the surfa-e of
the scatterer itself so that Eauations (2.28) and ".T.) beccme

valid for all points P outside the body of the scatterer. This
situation is depicted in Figure 2.3.I Henceforth then, it will be un-

derstood that the surface S1 is

the actual surface of the scat-

terer. The unit normal n which
Sappears in Equations (2.28) an

(2.29) points into the body of
8 the scatterer.

The integral Equations

(2.28) and (2.29) express the
~~scattered electro -u aanetic fields
Figure 2.3. Collapsing Surface

Si onto Scatterer at an observation point P in
terms of integrals of the

16
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scattered fields over the surface of the scatterer. These equa-
tions represent first order solutions to the scattering problem
in that they are based upon the approximation that the charge and

current distributions of the primary source are not changed by the

fields generated by the scatterer (Equation (2.25)). In the next

section, useful approximate solutions to Equations (2.28) and (2.29)

will be developed for the case of perfectly conducting scatterers.

2.4 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS TO THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF SCATTERING
THEORY

Approximate solutions to the integral Equations (2.28) and

(2.29) can oe obtained by using iterative methods. Specifically,

from a knowledge of the boundary conditions which must be satisfied

on the surface of the scatterer Si, approximate functional rela-
tionships among Es and H s . S1 and the known incident fields Ei

and H. on S1 are developed and then substituted into the integralsintegral
in Equatiors (2.28) and (2.29). The integrals are then evaluated

to produce approximate expressions for Es and H at an observation

point P. This procedure is particularly straightforward for the

case of perfectly conducting scatterers because of the relative

simplicity of the boundary conditions. In this section we will con-

centrate exclusively upon perfectly conducting scatterers.

Consider the integral Equation (2.29) for the scattered

magnetic field intensity:

H (rx s=( Hs

Hs 1 j 0ds
S1 (2.29)

For convenience, Equation (2.29) will be modified by making use

of the fact that, as shown earlier the surface integral appearing

in (2.29) of the incident fields E. and H. is identically zero1

(Eq. (2.17)). That is to say,

0 f [E (fixi- i0i)- ds. (2.30)
S1

17



Adding Equation (2.30) to (2.29) and recalling that E E. + E and

H= H + Hs, we obtain the following equation:

s (p')( = -X - xH ds, (2.31)

S1

where E and H are the total fields on S . At the surface of a

perfect conductor, the tangential component of the total electric

field and the normal component of the total magnetic field are

identically zero. Mathematically, these boundary conditions can

Consequently, for a perfect conductor, Equation (2.31) takes the
following simple form:s

S1

1 0 (ii -fiL) (2.32)

1

j (p') - - . ixi)x d . (.3

To approximate (fixH) on the surface of the scatterer, we first

-mploy the principles of geometrical or ray optics. According to

ray optics, there is a deep shadow region (no illumination) on the

side of the scatterer not directly exposed to the incident radia-

tion from the primary source. In the shadow region, E and H are

identically zero (E =-Ei and Hs =-i )" The surface SI is thus

divided into an illuminated side S+ and a shadow side S, the two

sides being separated by a sharp shadow boundary r. This situation

is depicted in Figure 2.4. If it is assumed that E and H are

identically zero on S_, then Equation (2.33) becomes

H H ) 1f (fixH) x ds (2.34)
S.

18



SHADOW

SOURCE

Figure 2.4 Shadow and Illuminated Regions of Scatterer

where the integral is performed only over the illuminated side of

the scatterer. Finally, to specify (nxA) on S+, the assumption of

plane wave reflection from the local infinite tangent plane is
made. That is to say, at each point Q on S+, it is assumed that
Es(Q) and Hs(Q) have the values of the reflected fields which
would exist if a plane electromagnetic wave with amplitudes EilQ)

and Hi (Q) were incident upon an infinite plane perfectly conducting
1

boundary tangent to S+ at Q. The boundary conditio satisfied by

the tangential components of the incident and reflected magnetic

fields when a plane wave is incident upon an infinite ,plane,
perfectly conducting boundary is

f x flx ' '2.35)

or equivalently,

x H = n x (Hi+Hs) = 2(nxH) (2.36)

Assuming that Equation (2.36) is valid at each point on S+1 A

Equation (2.34) becomes

Hs(') = - J( x IT ds (2.37)

S+. The analogous expression for E )can be obtained by apply-

ing Equation (2.2) which, in the absence of currents, takes the

I-i form

19



X F=- iW E (2.38)

Substituting (2.37) into (2.38) the following expression for E (W')
s

is obtained:

E G')' x (nx'i) x ' ds (2.39)

S+

where V1 acts upon the primed or field point coordinates. Equation

(2.39) can be rewritten by taking the operator V'x inside the

integral and noting that VT is the only function under the integral

which depends upon =':

V 2 ~92Since VT is a function of 1'r'-r'I, the following relationships hold

true :

OT- )) T)1 -

Substituting the relations (2.41) into (2.40) an- noting that for
r -V94= k 2' (Eq. (2.9)), we obtain the following equation
for E s (r') :

_ (\1/21f[ I3 i
S+ (2.42)

where we have made use of the fact that k=w/ .
We will be primarily concerned with the distributions of E

5

and Hs in the far field or Fraunhofer zone of the scatterer, To

obtain expr-essions for E and H in the Fraunhofer zone, Equa-~s s

tions (2.37) and (2.42) are expanded asymptotically for large

values of r'=I' ;. For convenience, let the origin of coordinates,

0, lie on the surface of the scatterer. Let D denote some charac-

teristic linear dimension of the scatterer. The Green's function

20



7 is given in Equation (2.8):

eikI~4=(2.9)A

Suppose that r'>>D. Then in the denominator of (2.8), fr'-rl can

be approximated very accurately by r'. That is, the variations in

the amplitude of T as r varies over the surface of the scatterer

can be ignored if r'>>D. More care must be exercised in approxi-

mating the phase of Y because of the oscillatory behavior of the

exponential. If r'>>D, then Ir'-j can be approximated to terms

of second order in r = I as follows:
2

r' - + r - (r (2.43)

2r' 2r' 11

where r'='/r' is a unit vector in the direction of r'. In the

Fraunhofer zone, D2/2r' is very small compared to the wavelength

X=21./k of the incident radiation so that the quadratic terms in

Equation (2.43) can be ignored in compariso± with the other two

terms:

r- (Fraunhofer approximation) (2.44)

Combining these amplitude and phase approximations, we may write

down the following asymptotic expression for T for field points in

the radiation zone of the scatterer:

r e (2.44A)

A similar analysis of VV and (A-V) where A is an arbitzary vector

leads to the following asymptotic expressions:

ikr'
eik eik('-) r', (2.45)

= - i r- i "

2ikr' ik (' -r) (2.46)
(Ar'

Substituting the asymptotic forms (2.44), (2.45) and (2.46)

into Equations (2.37) and (2.42), we obtain the following asymptotic

or far field expressions for H and E

21



Sik kr' , (xH. e ik(r'-)s, (2.47)

/2~ r' 'A '

2k"k r' x [ x./ f (X ik (r, -rd

-- i - -< -i s,2-

where we have made use of the identity a x (axb) = (a-b)a - a b in

Equation (2.48). Notice that the asvmDtotic expressions for H

and E s in Equations (2.47) and (2.48) are related as follows:

^, -E

~~ + 1/2 ~=r' x Hs +. Es  0

(1/2
r, x E - H = 0 (2.49)

These results are in agreement with the asymptotic relations

given in Equations (2.18) and (2.19).

Equations (2.47) and (2.48) are the basic equations used by

the Ohio University 3 researchers and the TSC group for studying

localizer signal scattering from metallic airport structures with

Plane surfaces. However, caution must be exercised in applying

these equations since the assumptions upon which they are based

are unrealistic for many applications. Generally speaking,

Equations (2.47) and (2.48) can be applied with some confidence in

situations in which the wavelength X=2r/k of the incident radiation

is small compared with the dimensions of the scatterer. When X

is comparable to or greater than the dimensions of the scatterer

(length, radius of curvature, etc.) the assumption of a sharp

boundary on the surface of the scatterer separating the illuminated

side (S.) from the shadow side (S) breaks down because of dif-

fraction. The assumption of local plane wave reflection from the
infinite tangent Plane also breaks down when X is comparable to or

greater than the radius of curvature of the scatterer. It would

for example, be unwise to attempt to use Equations (2.47) and (2.48)

to study localizer signal scattering from the fuselages of aircraft

22
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since at localizer frequencies, XlO Lt which is comparable tc or

greater than the radii of curvature of all aircraft presently in

use. Another fact to be borne in mind is that Equations (2.47)

and (2.48) apply to the Fraunhofer zone of the scatterer. That

is to say, these equations are based upon the assumption that
2D /2r' is very small compared to a wavelength where D is some

characteristic linear dimension of the scatterer. For very large

scatterers, and for observation points relatively close to the

scatterer, this condition may not be satisfied. One way of cir-

cumventing this difficulty is to divide up the illuminated surface

S+ into smaller subsections, apply Equations (2.47) and (2.4e) to

each subsection, and then add up the contributions from the

various subsections to get the total scattered fields. A more

direct approach is to simply retain the quadratic terms in the

expansion (2.43) and to express the scattered fields in terms of

Fresnel integrals. This latter approach has in fact been pursued

at TSC. The results of our work to date are presented in

Appendix A. M

In spite of these various restrictions upon the applicability

of Equations (2.47) and (2.48), they can provide a great deal of

useful information about scattering phenomena. In the next sec-

tion, these equations will be used to treat the problem of locali-

zer signal scattexing by a flat, vertical wall.

2.5 LOCALIZER SIGNAL SCATTERING

To illustrate the techniques developed in the preceding

section, we will treat the important problem of localizer signal

scattering by a flat, vertical, rectangular wall. The geometry of

the problem is depicted in Figure 2.5. The x-y plane is the

ground plane. For simplicity, it is assumed that the ground is
perfectly flat and perfectly conducting. The x-axis represents

the center line of the runway. The z-axis is perpendicular to the

ground and points out of the page. The unit vectors in the x, y,

and z directions are denoted by ex' ey' and ez respectively. Thex y z
localizer antenna is located a distance H above the ground and has
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coordinates (O,0,H) relative to the x, y, z coordinate system. H

is typically on the order of 10 feet for the localizer.

y S_

~Figure 2.5. Scattering From a Vertical Wall,

Ground Plane Shown

In the far field of the loc~lizer antenna, the electric

field can be written as follows:
ikR

E = U E o f(¢) -"R -- (2.50)

0 fi

where u is a unit polarization vector, o  is an amplitude, R is

the distance from the localizer to the field point, and f(¢) is
the horizontal field pattern of the antenna. For an arbitrary

field point with coordinates (x~y, z), R and € are defined as
follows:

R = 2+(zH)2

E u tan f (W-) (2.51)

24j
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The electric field generated by the localizer is assumed to be

polarized parallel to the ground so that 6 is given by

x e Y (2.52)
U D

p

where D = is the horizontal distance from the antenna to
p

the field point.

To account for reflections from the perfectly conducting

ground plane, an image antenna located at (0,0,-H) is included

in the formulation to cancel the E field of the antenna on the

ground (z=0). The total incident electric field (direct plus

ground reflected) is given by

kR^ [ ikR

r -
E. = i E (0) ikR e(2.53)0 o IR R. i

where R- = lx2+y2 +(z+H) 2 is the distance from the image antenna to

the field point.

Equation (2.53) can be rewritten as follows:

ik [ ik(R--R)l
e R e I

E = u Eo f(O) 1 . (2.54)

we now make the assumption of small elevation angles. That is to

say, we will assume that D = x is much greater than the

magnitudes of (z-H) and (z+H). If D >>Iz-HI and Iz+HI, then
p

D =RzR. and the factor R/R. in Equation (2.54) can. be set approxi-
p 11

mately equal to 1. However, the path length difference (Ri-R) in

the exponential must be approximated more accurately because of

the oscillatory behavior of the exponential. To this end, we

expand R and R. in power series retaining only the two leading
1

terms:

S (Z-H)p D 2+ (2.55)
p
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2
R., D + (z+H) (.6

~ p 2b(256

consequently, the path length difference (R i-R) is given approxi-

mately by

R. - (2.57)

1 Dp

Incorporating these various approximations into Equation (2.54),

we obtain the following expression for E. at field points with

small elevation angles:

- ~tikRF 2ikzHI/D]
Ei u E0 f(~ R -- le P(2.58)

The corresponding incident magnetic field H. can be derived from

Equation (2.58) by recalling that E and H have the following

asymptotic relationship in the far field of a localized source

(Eq. (2.19)):

H(rxE) .(2.59)

Consequently, H. i.s given by

Hi E0 f OV1/ e kR [1 2ikzH/Dp] (x),(.O

where k=A/R and R--xex+ye +l(z-H)e . The magnetic polarization

- vector (fix ) is given by

-X, xx+Ye,+(z-H)ez 21xe
P. D

p

D (x+yiy)
x+ (z-H) (2.61)R z R

The magnitude of the second term in Equation (2.61) is

IZ-HIIR Iz-HI/D which we are assuming is very small compared top
1. The magnitude of the first term on the other hand is
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approximately equal to 1 when Dp>>Iz-H1. Consequently R x u

approximately equals (-e ) for small angles of elevation. Making

this approximation, Equation (2.60) can be rewritten as follows:

1/2 l) i e 2 i k z H/ Dp

= )- . (2.62)

It will be assumed that for any point on the vertical wall,

D >>Iz-HI so that Equation (2.62) can be used to accurately

describe the variation of H. over the surface of the scatterer.

The length and height of the vertical wall depicted in Figure

2.5 will be denoted by L and h respectively. The coordinates of

the midpoint of the base of the wall will be deonoted by (xI , yl"

0). If

is much greater than L, then the angle subtended by the wall at

the origin of coordinates will be very small. Assuming that this

is the case, f(O) in Equation (2.62) can be replaced by f(V) where

A,=tan (yl/x1 ) to a very good approximation. In other words, we

can ignore the variation of the horizontal antenna pattern over

the surface of the wall when Dp>>L, assuming of course the f(O)

does not vary too rapidly with -.

Let R denote the distance from the antenna to the mid point

of the base of the wall:

= 2 2 2 (.3
x + y + (263

When P, is much greater than the dimensions of the wall, the dis-

tance R from the antenna to any poa.-.t P on the wall can be repre-

sented approximately as follows:

R R + R r (2.64)

where k%=%R/R I , R=Xlex+Yley-Hez, and r is a vector in the plane of

the wall drawn from the mid point of the base to the point P.

Equation (2.64) results from expanding R=-R+ 1  to terms of first
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order in r. Let j denote a unit 'sector parallel to the wall and

parallel to the x-y plane (Figure 2.5). Using the point (x,Yl,0)

as a new origin of coordinates, the vector r can be represented as

fol!lds:
r =n + z ez"2.5

r~in z (2.65)

where n is variable ranging from -L/2 to +L/2 and z is just the

elevation of the point P on the wall above the ground. Th _ vector

n can be expressed in terms of x and a as follows:
y

s = cos 5 e x sin ey (2.66)

where B is the angle between and the x-axis (Figure 2.5). Sub-

stituting (2.66) in (2.65), we obtain the following expression

for r:

= COsn 9 - n sin e + z e " (2.67)
xy z

The path length difference A1 -r can now be calculated:

-zH

"r - cos-L - sin )- . (2.68)

Since RzD 1(H<<D D01 D X1/ Rxl/D0 I= cos and yl/R!Yl/Dpl= sin .

Making these approximations, Equation (2.68) becomes:

r = ncos(0+0- (2.69)
- Dp1

Substituting Equation (2.69) into Equation (2.64), we obtain the

following approximate expression for the distance R:
zH

Rc + Cos (%+11 (2.70)
p1

In the denominator of Equation (2.62) R can be simply replacede~~2ikzH/DpDp-
by R1 and in the factor [1 - e 1Hp, DD can be replaced by D

Incorporating all of these approximations into Equation (2.62), we

obtain the following expression for H. on the surface of the wall:

28
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1/k.'.l AR v
JEX1/2iktzcos(8j+~H = e EO f(Y) e e s  [i sink

(2.71)

The expression for Hi given in Equation (2.71) can n-a be
substituted into Equation (2.48) to calculate the scattered elec-

tric field s produced by the wall. The origin of coordinates for
S

this integration will be the mid point of the base of the wall

(XlY 1 ,O).

Equation (2.48) is reproduced here for ease of reference

1/2A i/ eikr' fz -ik 6"-r)

Es(r U- X S ' x e

(2.48)

The unit normal vector n points into S+(Figure 2.5). In terms of

the unit vectors e y and :R i is given by
x y Z

-=sin e +.Cos ( (2.72)Sx y

Clearly, n x H. is paralle- to ', since Ai is parallel to eZ (Eq.I 1(2.71) ).

The vector (' is drawn from the point (xi,y1,o) to the ob-
servation point which is of course the location of the receiving

antenna on the aircraft. Let x2 , Y2 " z2 denote the coordinates

of the receiver relative to the x, y, and z axes respectively.

Then r' is given by

r' N 2(-x 1 ) 1 + (y2-yl ) Z + Z 2 . (2.73)

The magnitude r' of the vector r' is denoted by R2:

+t = R xy2) 2  + z2(2.74)1
2 V 2 1 + y-l 2

The horizontal distance of the receiver from the oint (xlylo)

is denoted by D

S 1  
2 + (y2-ys

2  (2.75)
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It is assumed that the elevation angle of r' is very small. That

is to say, it is assmed that D2>>Z2. The phase term r'-r appear-

ing in the integral in Equation (2.48) is given by
(y2-Yl z z2

n Cos (x2 -x) sin e) + (2.76)

SR2

where use has been made of Ecuation (2.67). Since D2>z2, >>2 .

Consequently, the following aoroxinate relationships hold:

(x2 -xl) (x2-x 1 )
_ - =osYR2

R2(Y2-Yl) ~{2-Yl1)
-- si-n y #(2.77)R D2

where y is the angle between the projection of the vector r' onto

the x-y plane and the x-axis (Fig. 2.5). Conseauently, Equation

(2.76) can be rewritten as follows:

z z2
n cos (y-e) + (2.78)

p2

The integral in Equation (2.48) can now be evaluated quite

easily. It should be noted that the rang- e of integration of t-

variable z is - h < z < + h. This range of integration mst be

used in order to take into account the imaae of the wall in the

ground plane. Carrying out the integrations in r, (-L/2sr<+L/2)

and z (-h<zw_+h). we obtain the following expression for the total

scattered field E (direct plus ground reflected):
5

k (RI+ 2 ) sinc[ s c -- ]

R1 2
(£x (j, xj) j) _ , f() - L (
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where sinc(x) = sin x/x.

For the low angles of elevation which we are assuming, the

triple vector product r' x (rxn) can be simplified greatly. We

first expand the triple vector product as follows:

r ' x ( 'x, ) = ( ' -6 ) 6-- (2 .80 )

The unit vector ' is given by
(x2-x I  (Y2-l z 2+ e + -e (2.81)

ex R2  y R 2

For small angles of elevation (R=D >>z), we can ignore the z-

component of r' and use Equation (2.77) to obtain the following

expression for r'.

cos y e x  sin y e(2.82

Consequently, r'n cos8 cosy + sinO siny = cos(y-e) (Eq. (2.66)).

Making theae approximations in Equation (2,O), we obtain the

following approximate expression for th'. polarization vector

x (r'xri):

i x y-x)) [sin {Y-6 sin y x+ Cos y (2.83)

which is of course parallel to the ground plane. The magnitude of

the vector given in Equation (2.83) is just sin (y-e). Conse-

quently, the magnitude of the scattered field is given by

5 =-~-(E~( ik (R +R)

ikLh - sin (y-0) sinc os(8+*) - cos(y-8Es  0 R(o () R
1 2

jsnc[k [1L~.=L] sinc [ck 5i + (2.84)

For 4.n omnidirectional receiving antenna, the ex.pression given in

Equation (2.84) is the appro.:iate one to use for calculating

perturbations in the difference in depth of modulation.
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2.6 COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK

The result obtained in the preceding section for the scattered

electric field produced by a flat vertical wall will now be compared M
with the solutions to the same problem obtained by the Ohio Univer-

sity and I.B.M researchers.
4

Our Equation (2.84) for E does not differ significantly from
5

the expression obtained by the Ohio University group. This comes

as no surprise since our methods of approach are almost identical.

Their solution is somewhat simpler in that it does not contain the

sinc functions which depend upon the height of the localizer antenna

(H), the height of wall (h), and the height of the receiver (z2)

that appear in Equation (2.84). Instead, their express.on for E

is simply proportional to h3 H z2. The fact that the Ohio University

solution has a simpler dependence upon the parameters h, H, and z

than does our solution is due to the fact that the Ohio University

researchers used a linear approximation to describe ground reflec-

tions. Specifically, instead of multiplying the antenna field pattern

by the factor [1 - e 2ikz/Dp] to account for ground reflections (Eq.

(2.58)), as we did, the Ohio University researchers multiplied the

antenna field pattern by (2kzH/Dp). That is, they assumed that
« , ndesenial 2ikzH/D

(2KzH/D ) << 1, and essentially expanded [I - e p] in a power
p

series in (2kzH/D ) retaining only the first two terms. They made
p

a similar approximation to describe the reflections of the scatter-
ed fields from the ground plane. Our expression for E in fact re-

5

duces to the Ohio University expression if the sinc functions in-

volving H, h, and z2 appearing in Equation (2.84) are approximated

by the first two terms in their power series expansions. In

essence then, there are no fundamental differences between our

treatment of the scattering problem and the Ohio University treat

ment.

On the other hand, the I.B.M. approach to the problem of

localizer signal scattering by a vertical wall differs fundamentally

from our approach and that of Ohio University. For convenience,

their approach to the problem will be illustrated using our equa-

tions and notation.

For ease of reference, Equations (2.28) and (2.29) are

reproduced here:
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Es ( ' = - J [iW ( XH s)y + ( XE s)Xy+ (n 'Eis)0 ds,

I1
S 1  (2.28)

H - 41T f [0 x)(iXis)X-(i-s ds

S1  (2.29)

Equations (2.28) and (2.29) express the scattered fields outside

a scatterer in terms of integrals of the scattered fields over the

surface S1 of te scatterer. For treating perfectly conducting

scatterers, we chose to work with Equation (2.29) since the inte-

gral simplies greatly for a perfect conductor. The integral in
(2.29) was first modified by adding to the right hand side of
(2.29) the corresponding integral of the incident fields V and i"
Since the surface integral in (2.28) and (2.29) of E. and H. over

1 1

S are identically zero, the left hand side of (2.29) was un-

changed by this addition and we obtained the following modified

expfession for H(r'):

S1

where E and H are the total fields on S (E=E +Es, H=H.+H ).
1 is is I

The analogous expression for the scattered electric field -s:

A-(r') -- wf [i (;x )+( .)x +(;.E)I ds (2.85)

For a perfectly conducting scatterer, the surface S1 is

divided into an illuminated side S+ and a shadow side S_. On the

shadow side, it is assumed as a first approximation that 9EA0

(E =-E. and Hs=-H on S_). With this approximation, the integrals
5 1

in (2.31) and (2.85) are extended only over the illuminated side

of SI. That is to say, Es(r') and Hs (r') are expressed in

terms of surface integrals of the total fields over S+.
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Flf

IHad we chosen to work directly ich Equations (2.28) and (2.29) U
rather than (2.31) and (2.85) the same result would have been ob-

tained. For example, assuming th... Es E - E and H = H H- on S_,

I Ecriation (2.28) becomes:I

Ej 61'!(x sxii +(ns) ds;

[I+ ..f [iI(nxH )Y+4XE)x+6i.- ) ds

However, we know that the surface integral of E. and H. over the
1 1

total surface S1 is identically zero. Consequently, the surface

integral in (2.86) of E. and ~.over S_ is the negative of the

corresponding surface integral of BE- and H.i over S + Therefore,
Equation (2.86) can be rewritten as follows: A

- ~ ~ (~W) = ) Yl +- X )'(nix, )A'+64 0 ~'ds
-~s4iJ 1~ls s sJ

S

+ (2.87)

combining these two integrals over S+and recalling, that M 1 4+s
H=H.-IH, we are left with a surface integral over Sof the total0

fields E and i. 7

IThe I.B.M. researchers essentially use the same integral Equa-

I tions (2.28) and (2.29) to treat the problem of localizer signal

scattering. To obtain an expression for the scattered electric
field produaced by a vertical wall, they simply carry out the

integraI appearing in (2.28) over the illuminated surface cf Lhe
wal. Tat s-o say, -they use the following expression for E Wr):

-&= =. ==- - - - - -
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Es (r L wf[uu6A XiV+61i x)AVY+(fi.i 0 ds .(2.81

That is to say, instead of integrating the total fields over S+

as we did, they just integrate the scattered fields. In effect.
they ignore the integral of Es and H over S, the shadow zide of

SI. Instead of setting Es and HS equal to -Ei and -Hi respectively
on the shadow side S_, they in effect assume that Es and H are
identically zero on S which is -ot true.

Comparing our result for the manitude Es of the scattered

field produced by a vertical wall with the I.B.M. results, we find

that the only real difference between the two expressions is that

whereas our Equation (2.84) contains a factor [2 sin (y-O)] co

describe the horizontal field pattern cf the wall, their Equation
(2.43) contains a corresponding factor M which is given in our

G
angle notation by:

MG = [sin O+*)+sin(y-9i cos [Y--2A] . (2.89)

The effects of this difference on perturbations in the difference

in depth of modulation predicted by the two models can be very

pronounced as can be seen in some of the accompanying comparative

graphs. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 (static and dynamic) show the dif-
ference between the new and old (I.B.M.) for-mulations. Also, as

examples of the dependence of the derogation on the building size,

location and orientation, we show in Figures 2.8 to 2.18 the micro-
amp deviation of a localizer V-ring signal that would be received

by an aircraft flying the centerline of the runway in level flight,

50 feet above the ground as predicted by the new math model for
scattering off a vertical wall.

These Cal Comp ger:erated figures are presented here as ex-

amples of typical output obtained from the computer model and as
examples of on; way in which this output can be presented. In all

figures the x-distance is measured from the Localiter-as origin

and the y-distance from the centerline of the runway.
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In Figure 2.8, the microampere deviation calculated along theI runway centerline caused by a 100 foot by 50 foot rectangular wall

situated behind the Localizer and 470 feet from the runway center-

line is shown to increase markedly as the wall is moved closer to

the Localizer. This is expected as more energy is reflected back

onto the runway in these cases.

Figure 2.9 shows a similar marked increase in the derogation

for buildings located closer to, but in front of the Localizer.

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the derogation due to a larger

building, 500 feet by 50 feet, which is located further from the

runway centerline (1000 feet instead of 470 feet). Well beyond

the Localizer in either direction, (-2000 feet or +8250 feet),

there is only negligible derogation, while closer in, at -1000

feet and at +500 fee-:, the derogation is significant.

The explicit variation of the derogation on the building's

position relative tc the runway centerline is shown in Figures

2.12 and 2.13. There is a dramatic increase in the amount of

derogation when the building is placed close to the runway center-

line (e.g., when 1-4 J feet).

Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show the derogation for different

orientations of the building, botn in terms of the magnitude and

the location of the derocation on the runway centerline. As in-

dicated in the accompanying sketches, the different locations of

- the derogation along the runway centerline occur because of the

different specular reflection directions of the various building
orientat ions.

Finally, in Figures 2.16-2.18, the increase in the derogation

with the increase of building size is shown.
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3.0 MODELING OF ILS SIGNAL DETECTION

3.1 INIRODUCTION

in implementing computer prediction of the course deviation

indication (CDI) for complex derogating environments and arbitrary

selection of the localizer and/or glide slope signal transnitting

system, it is desirable to have a unified approach to the modeling

of DDM detection by standard aircraft ILS receivers. To effec-

tively treat any existing or future ILS system, a detection model

must adequately account for systems utilizing one or two catrier

frequencies, for arbitrary relative phasing between different

signal components, variation of receiving antenna gain patterns

and effects of aircraft speed. The models presently in use fall

short of this objective. The I.B.M. code is developed only for

the localizer null reference system; the Ohio glide slope programs

incorporate null reference, sideband reference and capture effect,

but in the latter case the auxilliary carrier signal is ignored.5

The Ohio codes are further restricted in applicability to moderate

derogations near or on the glide course centerline, and none of

the foregoing models take any account of relative Doppler effects.

Below we develop a unified model of ILS signal reception that

attempts to reach a higher level of completeness and correctness

for actual receivers than the previously used models. In the

course of the derivation, a number of approximations are inevitably

taken. While it is felt that these are all reasonably justiZied,

the overall consequences of the model should be verified by empir-

ical data. The treatment does illuminate the relative signifi-

cance for the detected ILS signal of carrier and sideband dephas-

ing and of Doppler effects on receiver dynamic response.

3.2 RECEIVER MODEL

Localizer and glide slope signals are assumed to be detected

by heterodyne ;LM receivers similar in basic design to the sche-
matic diagram shown in Figure 3.1. The figure indicates generally

how the 90 to 150 Hz modulations are amplified, detected, and

52
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separated and the difference applied to one of the movements of a

cross pointer indicator. The sum of the 90 and 150 Hz outputs is
held constant by an AGC feedback loop, so that once calibrated, the

instrument gives a faithful readout of tne apparent CDI (course

deviation indicaticn) whenever the incident signal radiation ex-

ceeds a minimum level.

The guidance radiation field (localizer or glide slope) is

coupled to the receiver input via an antenna which may be assumed

to have specified directional and polarization characteristics.
Any antenna used in practice may be treated as a linear system.

This fact allows us to consider the scalar current transmitted to
the receiver input load as the resultant of individual currents

generated by various electromagnetic field components incident on

the antenna. We shall assume that all incident component fields

are trcnsverse and harmonic, and so are adequately described by an

electric vector E and a unit vector k in the direction of propaga-
tion. For a number of such component fields incident on a speci-

fied antenna, the receiver input current can be expressed in the

form:

Iin = Z I.^
in j

g(kj) Ej (3.1)

where g(Ik) conveys both the gain and polarization characteristics

of the antenna for plane waves incident in the direction k.

The ILS radiation fields to be considered may be generated by

multiple element antennae and/or waveguide radiators operating on
one or two carrier frequencies. In every case, a number --f dis-
tinct directional modulations are radiated, each in a specific

spatial pattern. The separate directional waveforms are comprised

of certain combinations of 90 Hz and 150 Hz amplitude modulations
with prescribed carrier phases, added to unmodulated carrier in

fixed ratios. The aeasured CDI at a particular aircraft location

is based on the relative strengths of 90 Hz and 150 Hz signals

detected in the resultant of all direct and scattered ILS radia-
tion reaching the receiving antenna.
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I7

Ii In treating the total received field numerically, we will

consider the individually computed components to represent radia-

tion travelling approximately by specific point tc% point paths

between the transmitting antennd and the aircraft. To each such

component field computed at the receiving antenna, there corre-

sponds a component of the amplified signal at the cutput of the

receiver IF stage, which can be suitably characterized, in the

most general case, by its carrier and sideband amplitudes at the A

two carrier frequencies. To state this in convenient complex

rotation, we put:

iLt+
+ e + SIMt) (3.2)

(S p

Here, z. and c.l' are the primary ("course') and secondary ("clear-
c c

ance") carrier freq-uencies resectivelv, AW and C.' are the cor-
p V

responding phase delays for the specif ic propagation path denoted

by the subscript p; C and C' are the respective unmodulated car-
-- p P

rier amplitudes and S..!t) and S'('t) are the envelopes of the side-
P p

bands-only components- Since the modulation freouen :ies 90 liz and

150 Hz have a co~on subharm-onic of 30 Mnz and are always rigidly

phase-locked, each sideband envelopoe can. be repres mted as a two-

term Fourier series:

S S) =S% U3 (-) =S -: U 5(6)

Sft'k = 5'.I U ft) + '. U (t) . (3.3)

%rhere

Ut)=cos 60 (3.4)V

The trsC, C', S__, S' nclude as factors tthe relative
p

st.-ensths of the- initially radSiated carrer an sidebard -nlitudes,
the path attenuation due to field diverge-nce, reflections, etc.,

and the cain factor for- tChe d-:irection or incidence on the receivina

antena 6 )' . he ttalc,=vlex Forusinlstes=
antenna P(~ -TettlI utsga stesi

of Ecuation (3.2) ov.er all =tinath =des

5AM



This is passed to the second detector which generates an audio

frequency signal

V =At i V iFp (t) ( (3.5)
p

Determination of the CDI is based on the relative amnlitudes of

90 Hz and 150 Hz components found in this audio signal by passing

it through selective filters. Denoting the action of these

filters symbolically by the operators H90 and H15 0 (to be defined

presently), we may represent the outputs of an -MS receiver as

V9 0 (t) = H9 [VF(t)] (3.6a)

V5(t) H1 5 0 [V.4t)]; (3.6b1

CDI= s 15090 microamperes '37)

V50+V
150 90

In Eauation (3.7) the factor sm is t. cross-pointer sensitivity

which has the standard values 387.0 for localizer (horizontal)

siynals and 576.0 for glide slope (vertical) signals. The magni-

tudes V! 50 and V90 are obtained by rectification of the detected

modulation tone signals V1 50 t) and V (t).
V9 0 ()

3.3 AUDIO SIGNATL DETC.TION

3.3.1 Capture Effect

we now seek a reasonably accurate estimae of the detected

90 Hz modulation . in th_ general multipath, capture effect situa-

- tion. fcr this we need an exnression for V. 't) n the form of a

Fourier series, and we red suitable definitions of the filter

- onzerators H90 anid H1 0

it is the no-.r-ible oresence of --any signal derocatn-c scatter-

ers in the glidepath environment that mkes analytical derivatien

-o: V.Ut) frcm V.. (- difficult. Because of the receiving air-

craft's motion, each derogating sign-a! is received with a possibly

sicnificant Do.ler shift relative to the direct ILS transission.
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The consequence is that a range of frequencies may generally be

present in the audio output of the second detector, instead of sole-

ly the modulation tone frequencies. The action of the 90 and 150

Hz filters on such complex signals must be considered.

Additional spurious signals occur in reception of radiation

from capture effect transmitting systems near all harmonics of the

8 kHz carrier separation frequency. This fact allows a convenient

reduction of the audio signal analysis problem, if the capture

effect of the detector is treated first. We follow a procedure
6suggested in part by Manney. The total IF output signal may be

written as:

A iAt e - i t

VIF(t) = (t) + e A (t) , (3.8)

where: iAi

Al(t) = (C + S ) ePp p

A2 (t) = (C; + S;) e
p p

2 = :a - (3.9)
-C c c

The audio signal (9q. (3.5)) can now be expressed as

v(t) A + ' (t* + 2e .10)
VA 2 lA2~

Now the scalec the time variation of the complex frequencies A-
and A2 is given by the modulation fre-encies 90 Hz and 150 Hz or
perhaps by the latter fre-aency shifted by the upper limit of ob-

served Doppler displacement. In the --orst case for glide slope
signal reception, the frequency spectral range of Al and

A2 is
certainly less than 500 Hz, which can be considered small compared
to AC = = 8 kHz. Accordingly, "we nay expand the instantaneous
value of VAft) in a pow-er series in ep (ict) i.e.:

nitctV~. t). = IVn(tle c (3.11)
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In this expression, because of the spectral narrowness of the

factors V (t), the term primarily contributing frequencies within

the passbands of the modulation filters is V (t). This term canI0
be defined by averaging the expression for VAF(t) (Eq. (3.10))

over the phase of exp (i t), i.e.:

5 2z

2 22
, V0(t) = 1/2f [I' t! + 1A2 t)!2+2ReAAe'')j dO (3.12)

This integral is easily transformed to:

V0(t) = 22(1tk sin U) dV (3.13)

where:

k2= 41!Al (t)A2 +(t A C " + It)' P

S= (0+612)/2
i612

e =A!A;/1 A1 A21

The integral on the right of Equation (3.13) is a comlete elliptic

integral of the second kind and is c nly denoted by E(k):

/ A '2 .2n
- IFFWI2n) -

E~k) 2 ( 2. ~ K )i3_14)
Thus for the purpose of determininc the detected 90 and 150 Hz

imodulations, the unfilter-d audio signal is t a good anoroxination

, 1-Et 1 5A(t)i + IA (t) i)E(k) (3.15)

To put the above expression in usable form, we must carry the

approximation sm-what further. Let the macnitude of amnlitude
ACt) be the sum o a constant avera e value a 1 an a zero-mean

time var-na function a, t):
a- Ct)I = + (3.i9a)

" a 1 (0t)-t

-- -
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The quantity aI (t) represents the total modulation that would be

detected if the second carrier were completely absent. Similarly,

let

JA 2(t)j = a 02 + a 2 (t) (3.16b)

Inserting Equations (3.16) into (3.15) and treating al(t) and a 2 (t)
as small quantities, we obtain an expansion for V

Cn nix~
VA~) a (3.17)

n=0 P=O q=O r=0 l i

Here:

0 =a 1 +a 0 2

a(t) a (t) + a2 (t)

2 2
k = 4aolao2/a0

= 1 ; n=0, r=0,1pr

- 0 ; n=0, r>2

r+l 2n(2n)! (r+2n-2)!
24n (nf-2n-p)! P: (n-a)! ar

1. (3.18)

After rearrangement we find that the series begins thus:

VAF(t) = a0 + a0 2 + a(t) + a 2 (t)

+ _ I2 /a( a0 !-a02\
+2 : 0 0 0 k0  oi0 +a 0 2 + - a 1  a t)

+ [I na2-a01.

+ (., (ta2 t)

+ (n(n-l) (aoi-a0 2 ) 2/2 - naola

( 1 (t)/a oi -a 2 (t)/a'022/aO
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+ O(k4a 3 ) (3.19)

(aol+a0 2 ) 1 - ao1 ao2 /a 0  ..-

S 2 2
+a,(t) (- a0 2  a 0  -...

+ a2 (t) 2 2/a

2 a 0 1 a 0  .

t Si-ina a finite number of the terms constant and linear in a (t)

and a (t) gives an accurate representation of the audio signal
§V (t when the parameter k0 <<. The convergence of the series as

k-I is not easy to discuss because the -dulations of IMS trans-
missions are quite high (40% in the case of localizer signals, 80%

for glide slope signals).

3.3.2 Decoosition of Single Carrier Envelopes

It remains to find suitable Fourier expansions for the sena-

rate carrier envelopes A1 (t) and A t)_ In this section we will
2

assume the nosition of the receiver to be stationary, so that the
phases 4 , ' are constant. In the next secton w treat Doppler

effects y varying these phases.

The analysis nroceeds below for A1 it) and is identical for

A( t) We have
2

AS t))er

= e Slt + S t) l2, (3.20)

where _Cr= X Coe p  
(3.21)

V teit
S(t) = e (3.22)
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We may put:

C = ICI e (3.23)

'ie
S(t)e = x + iY ,(3.24)

and, if Isl < IC, we have:

A1 (t) = Icl +2::/ic: + (X2+y2)/ICI 2]1/2

= IC! -- X + Y2 (2cI,-(1-x/!c + ... ) (3.25)

The quantity X represents the sideband component of the received

signal which is in phase (or exactly out of phase) with the un-

modulated carrier. The quantity Y represents the sideband compon-

ent which is in quadrature with the carrier. The nonlinear terms

of Equation (3.25) may be further expanded in a series of all har-

monics of tie fundamental frequency 30 Hz. However, we note that
2the lowest rder term Y /(2!CI) contributes no correction to the

90 Hz and 150 Hz frequencies. The higher order corrections will

be considered unimportant for the present application. Thus in

the notation used above, we have

01 = ICl (3.26)

a(t) = (Sp3U3 (t) + SpsU5 (t))cos(¢p- 1 )

= a U (t)cos(-e 1) (3.27)

p m

Similarly,

a02 = IC'" (3.28)

a2 (t) = Z am2pUm(t)cos(%- 2)  (3.29)
m p

In the above, the carrier phases are determined by

e arctan C inpn' (3.30)
n  atn pCp csd pn
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where
(C Cpl ) correspond to (Cp)

and

(C p2' ¢p2 correspond to (C', cp).

3.3.3 Doppler Effects

As a landing aircraft moves there are relative changes in the

phases of the various multipath radiation components of the ILS

signals received. The amplitudes of the 90 Hz and 150 Hz terms of

the detected modulation thus vary with time, and accordingly, each

tone acqui s a frequency spread. Since the relative Doppler fre-

quency between direct and s-attered radiation can be as much as

120 Hz in some cases for typical landing approach speeds, the

bandwidth of the modulation filters becomes important in determin-

ing receiver dynamic response. The effect envisioned here is that

certain greatly Doppler shifted signal components may either be

severely damped by one filter or unexpectedly passed by the other

depending on the circumstances of receiver design, aircraft speed,

etc. This is independent of the intentional RC damping that is

always introduced into the cross pointer indicator circuits.

To evaluate the possible magnitudes of such phenomena, we

consider a particularly simple model for the frequency response

of each modulation filter. Though the characteristics of this

filter may differ markedly from those of filters in actual re-

ceivers, the model is adequate for studying the general effect of

filter bandwidth on receiver rejection of ILS interference.

The two detected tones which emerge from the modulation fil-

ters were earlier denoted by V9 0 (t) and Vl5 0 (t) (Eq. (3.6)). We

now define these more precisel':: Let

V9(t) = h0 VAF(t-T)dT, (3.31)
90 f 9 0 AF)
(150) "0 (150)

where hf (T) is the impulse response function of a narrowband filter

corresponding to center frequency f. Following Middleton7 , we
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represent the narrowband filter by the response function

hf(-r) = h0 (T)cos(2rf-+) (3.32)

and we select as the particular "window function"

h0 (r) = 2/T O<T<T

= 0 otherwise. (3.32a)

The output of such a filter when driven by a sinusoidal input

A cos(21ft+6£) is approximately

V ft W (A/2)sinc(Tr(f-f )T)

cos[2rft+6 £+0+2r(f -f) (t=T/2)] (3.33)

whenever f+f .>T The reciprocal of the intergration time T is

the nominal filter bandwidth. The phase ,' is purely additive and

so my be dropped without loss of generality. For brevity we will

put

H0 (f) =sinc (rfT).

To derive results pertaining to the ILS audio signal (Eq. 3.5)

from Equation 3.33, we assume that the phase shifts of individual

multipath components due to aircraft motion lead to sinusoidal

time variations, and we will neglect the time variation of ampli-

tude coefficients. To this end we may write Equation (3.19) as

VAF(t) = B0 (a01+a02  B a) + + a2(t) (3.34)
0) 1 1{t 2a2(t

where the B's can be defined in terms of slowly varying amplitudes

that will be considered constant and the a's (as defined by Equa-

tions (3.26)through(3.30)) will contain typical terms such as:

a U (t) cos ( -n) = 1/2 a (cos(60-mt+n (t-8 (t))
mnP M np, n mnp np n

+ cos(60-:t-6 (t) + 8n(t))) (3.35)
*nn

This form shows that for each multipath component the audio modula-

tion frequencies are modified by sum and difference combinations

with the relative Doppler frequency d/dt(on-e n ). Considering all

np n
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combinations of input modulation frequency and Doppler shift which

may give net frequencies near the filter center frequencies f, we

find the following significant terms in the filter outputs Vf(t)

(notation will be detailed below):

1. The average carrier level received by paths with larce

Doppler shifts gives rise to a contribution from each
filter

B0la H  f+ n /2.r1 ccs(2rfT/2+en-zn) (3.36)
O onp0 np n n npmp

2. The modulation at one frequency modified by a rde uce

Doppler shift gives rise to a contribution in the output

of the opposite frequency filter

1/2 B a H0(f)cos(60; mt(2; fT/2+Sn-¢n)) (3.37)
n mnp u n .np)n p

Here the upper or lower sign is taken for filter frequency

f = 90 Hz or 150 Hz respectively and
f= jf-30 I + (0 -J )/2,.

M, np n

3. In the case of equal modulation and filter frequencies

the output contribution is

BnA )H ((o -e )/2r)cos2rft (3.38)
A- mn. 0 np n

The total detected signal at each modulation frequency f is

the sum of the contributions 1, 2, and 3. It may be noted that

only the phase of 3 is well defined in relation to the phase of

the transmitted modulation. This confronts us with the final

problem of this development: we must calculate the rectified

signal derived from each Vf(t) which is passed directly to the

cockpit panel instruments to generate the CDI display. A reason-

able approximation can be reached by assuming the relative phases

of contributions 1, 2, and 3 to be random and defining the final

ILS signals as being the r.m.s. envelope of the Vf(t) obtained

above. We thus arrive at the final formula:
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2 2  2

+ 2 2 Xa 2 "B (f-30 - /2 2op tOf-%(-np-n/-2
n=l ff n 30m>0

+ B a cos 1 H( A)/2 ]1/2

ryl= 30_J

(3.39)

Again the upper and lower signs refer to filter frequencies of 90

Hz and 150 Hz respectively. As a practical consideration, each of

the terms of Equation (3.39) can be accumulated as the individual

path attenuation factors amp are calculated, except for the co-
2 mefficients B0 , B and B , the reference phases $ and Doppler fre-

0 n n n
quencies . To facilitate this method of computation we adopt

the approximation
dR,

n 2-.. a-t/,. (3.40)

where R is the instantaneous range of the receiving aircraft to

the transmitting antenna and . is the carrier wavelength. The

remaining notation of Equation (3.39) is explained in the following

tabulation:

f = modulation filter frequency 90 Hz or 150 Hz.

m = transmitted harmonic of 30 Hz; m=3 for 9C Hz, m=5 for

150 Hz, m=0 for constant or unmodulated carrier terms.

n = phase delay of a particular transmission path to thenp
receivina antenna.

=np time derivative of np"

n= approximate phase of the aggregate of direct and reflected

carrier amplitudes at the receiver relative to the trans-

mitted carrier phase (defined by Equation (3.30)). For

coarse signal n=l and for clearance signal n=2.
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a =carrier (m=0) or modulation (m3,5) amp-litude
component in the received audio signal due to
transmission by Path P on the course (n=l) or
clearance (n=2) carrier.

B...n 2n-
0 L 000 k0

nf=0

1 000 0 01- 02 01

n=3 [l

B2  > r 00 0
2n0 n 02 a01)/ 02J

n=0

,n k = s;mecial ccefficient-s (defined in Equation (3.18).

The quantities V15  n V determined by Equation (3.39) are
I-so a 90

inserted in Equation (3.7) to obtain the undammped CDI which would
be generated by a moving 1TLS receiver. The 'dynamic" CDI, which

incorporates the effect of the RC da=ping circuit, may be derived

from the undammed CDI by the usual numerical t3chuniques of filter
simulation.

3.4 MODEL STATUS

The detection model reported here has been incorp~orated in-to
a computer multipath interference simulation orocram which is

currently under develoment. To this writing, all results have

been consistent with exp-ectation. Adition~al confcirmation will be

sought by comparing mod__el predictions directly to measured re-

ceiver characteristics.
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4.0 FORMULATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING BY

IMPERFECTLY CONDUCTING THIN FLAT SLABS

4.1 IN1TROD9JCTiON

Predictions of ILS signal derogation based on the assu-mtion

of perfectly reflectinc scatterers have nroven moderately success-

ful in a variety of tvnical problem situations. Yet the validity

of the perfect reflectivity assumntio. is open to question in

situations involving sharp angles of incidence on non-metallic

obstructions.

To extend our capability for predicting reflection from such

structures, we develop here an approx' ate model of scattering

anlicable to flat walls or platfoxxs of arbitrary homoeneous

electrical properties. The formalism is general with resnect to

orientation of scattering surface and is therefore suitable for

treating pronerlv the nolarization of scattered radiation. How--

ever, to avoid difficult cuestions about field bound-ary conditicns

on end faces and at face edges, attention is restricted to thin

flat miane Darallel slabs. For c-anmle, structures which may con-

sist of a number of thin slabs in combination, the problem- of

multinle reflections remains inadecuately treated.

4.2 DZV-EWP.1 1T Or GrEEN'S lIN :G-A

We g-in with the vector Green's equation for the scattered

electric field analogous to Em-aton (2.31):

tOr') = - -T f s
E s s

-J ) a + (4.1)

where again E and H are total electric and macnetic fields on a

closed surface S enclosinc the scatter-er, n is the inward normal

to the surf- e, and

- - (4 2)
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In the treatnent of scatterinc bv perrfect conducto-rs, t%.he -r-s

in Sqation (4.1 involviJna n x E a-- n- are cascarced onth

crounds that T% xFS van ishne-s a_- the- surtace axnc.gie only a
loncitudinal fi;eld. By anneal to the Kirchoff a.-ozlti n,th

total f iel1d E a no H are asstned to be zero on the shadowed noortion

of the surface. Consequentlv. for corduc 1;n- surfaces, the- scat-
tered fil sgvnn nzneral of the "current dniy

over the-- illw-inated s-urface. In t:he analocous treatnrnt of
scaterig nva cezectric or poorly Conducting surface,thine

cnd ten(n x B) x of & rnatiun (.4.11 --ust be retar;nec ana tnz-

intecration ect-ended to the -back side of the object -

Over the Uhn"'nated nortzon or the surface the electraic

field a-nnearing in the integrand =-ay be identif led as the sun o f

the irt.Acent -fi elId S, and a r-eflected field E; o-ver. the shadowed

nortion the combined incicdent and scattered fiLeld nay be- -'e-ed

the tranEsu.tt'e field Et.- Since, 4.n general, it is virtually

imnossible to analywtically1 deternine Er and E overthca-lt
surface, it mnight 'esnoe ht this am roach ol eo

dubious utility in a practical scattering prbe.Hwvr*we

nrccee& on -~conj;ecture 1tat znerh~ans ma nv structural elenents

of 11.5 signal nefeig uicns nas etc., iL-e. rein-

rc:rcec nartitions, =-ay be reasonably =-oceled as thin= plane narallel

slabs with hcgnoselectrical properties. Thi&s seems to be the

logical extension or o-Ur =oCCI for conduccina surfaces -

The robl'em con-sad-ered is that of est"i-ti_.tesctee

field at a point- re=ote xr* a th plane naranle± slab on

finite cimensions placecZ with arbitrary; orxentataion In an incident

field, as shown in r-4cure 4-1. The ilbnin;-ated face of the slab

is designated S..th opposite face S.,_ (The- p-erink--al surfaces

of the slab are n-clected in teensting, calcualationms anaF orsuned

to contribute neglicible scattera ne This iLs the most serious

deficiency of th -no-nosed aroito.)Positions and c. rectaons

are referred to an orac-gin 0, Conveniently chosen in; the vicini4ty,

of the scatterer. The vector fro= this oricin to a noint P on the

front face S, is denoted_ by :; the vector to the corresponcangs-

noint on the back face desictnated as P' is 4c Dn, where n s the
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inwuard roalto surf0ace S_ n D i s thm slab tikes-The~

vector r' extends t"r a m tne orqm t o te r e mc te fi etI d0 oxt~ For

any %alnt on S. or- 5, the distance f rote reference ormctn is

always =h -- 'le- -"-' d4 st-'-es -- th field noint- The thick-
nesofteslab D is nuach smaller ta an oth-r %d2inension.I

Teevaluation- of teIntegra: (A I over only. -he ope sr

faces S_ -vA S_ leads to an estinatezd scattered field ze

nv unzhvsica1! FieId disconi. ftiCs at the ecaces of SI n

I e-_-cnn., e can be ersated7- :nt roduc_-- eeas

na-s been suggeste-d-v Sra t ton Tv The mesulIsimc correct ions toth

Calculsaed frield are la-nai _:nna amd accorclnc-"v -- v is necl ected

in ar field ancrosin-ation_ hs to obtain the :nrozer far-

field estimate Of the scattered fieldc cdue to the- cant: :-"tions of

sur-faces S.* and S to the inte-gr-al (41.w idtetransver-se
pro~ect:o o F the fildgie b-V -

LOA-I If-LbS--
S_ -

(i-~(n M H) ( E) x LI 3)

- h-ere the clttrerence in s fu tr nhe twe -- e-ations :oflo ws Fa
the fac- that the inrar aral to 4face S,is--

The Green's fucin(4-2), ann- its cr-ace-nt nyaca-n- be

exnarde accorczn_= to a farielcd rr f

Ar: =- r -z r-k --- (l4.6)

Here % indcates a cra-dient eral--te- a. ntP

ntotal £. ar H; fila tS S and- s,a be con-

sidered as constr-&edo a'4 drn tla ed an rnited

-radiations which very near tntm slab s-race satisfy t he- beunirv
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ccitions for p~lane waves:

S+E

H, on S2i

=In this ilocally p-lane wave appronnamtiont, tl'e "r'denlt radi-ation m

ram a dista-t localized source is anprcnizted near the rointP

on b1y a plane wave propagating in the direction of a unit vector

;the reflected wav:e ezoanatina fra== P propacates ina direction

given byv n- and a t'ran=;itted wave eaatina 4frocm face S2alIso

pronagate in the inien direction Ii. The relationshins beticeen2
inn dent, reflected, and transmdimr. fields will be exnressed i

term-s of certain dvadic forms which hold for the bou-ndary valume 'pro-
bive- ofc the nlanme aa e i~~-dent on an infinite nlane slab.If

S() is the incident electric field at point P, thIe lclnane
imve appra'~m-te fields are

rtn(r u)-t) ')

Er Cr =3 (z)e

E_ r) = B (-)e 10 1lO
- 0

Where R. an 7 are, as -ut, =--defined refl ±ection and transmission-

= dvadics. in the Ed l11owinc * the Periodc cti - denednc silb

sucnressed.tn is still1 u r~~'s-oo4 -

YAkinc advantace ofc Ecuations 1-4 .) throuh (f)an.d Also

H=ikn xr r r

- j x -14l
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we are able to reduce Equation (4.3) to a sinale surface integral:

E(r) ikW(r')
_ds

([n x (, R i r . - (a x (;+rx jeiA-r'I0)
rar

in (nixE4 ) -(nxEt) x (4.12)D--

where the transmitted field E associated with the nosition vector
is evaluated at the voint a + Dn of surface S2 . This result can

be ex-pressed algebraically as an operator acting on the incident
electric field, if we now introdu-ce the dyadic relations (4.8)

through (4.10):

Sik#(r') 3 I x f ds

5A 1
([u'ii'-a." (i'-ni) e r.

(''i) 13TeiL(r'|4InT) " EG ) (4.13)

TMhe dyadic expressions here have the usual linear proerties; for

exa-e:

%nr A-nn) - I + S('-I) A ai). (4.14)

etc., whemre X is an arbitrary vector; the 1 -- '-itv dvadic is de-

noted- bmy I: - a-.d - i de

I R =R (4.15)

Tv red e Equation (4.13) to its -ost convenient form, we ass--e
that the largest slab' dimension is imch s-ailer than the distances
to either the radiation source or the point of detection.
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This condition must hold if the far field aprox-mations being

used are to be valid. This being the case, we will neglect the

variation of n n% annA r" over the slab face S, and set each of

these vectcrs to its respective direction at the fixed reference
point 0. We shall also expand the phase ccrrection ;(':+Dn) and
k_!ep, on!y the lo-west order tern in the dimension ), i.e.:

t r'-'ii) = A(r" ic) - -kD{i'-R) (4.16)

This si--lification Dermi t s us to write (4.13) as:

hs E-" .. (4-17)

Here

6= r x x .i - +1E

+ 2(n-n "(I-nn) R(4.18)

~with

=D, =~m e-iD1" " 1  (4-19)

and where we have used

= (-2n). n. (4.20)-r ±

The application of t e g fore-oLng resmlts to scatterina by a

perfecly conducting slab can be made by pting

R = 2nn - I

T = 0. (4.21)

n (.13) then reduces to

SI (4.22)'

which result can be obtained by straightfowa rd maniouations

directly from (4.31).
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To extend Equation (4.13) to the general case, we must now
'-=ke a detailed analysis of the slab boundary value problem to

-determine the dyadics R and T.

4.3 REFLECTION AID TRANSMISSION OF PI WAVES
BY AN IN7INITE PLANE PARALMEL SLAB

n order to apply the local plane wave approximation in our

estimates of scattering by thin slabs, we solve the boundary value
problem for a plane wave incident on an infinite plane parallel

slab of thickness D, with- homogeneous electrical properties ,U

and a which separates tu regions of vacuum. Because of the plane

s.-etry, the problem is two-dimensional, with the incident, re-

flected, and transmitted wave normals at both slab surfaces all

parallel to a co=on Plane of incidence. The incident wave of

arbitrary polarization can r=ost easily be treated by decomposition
into an "E" co=pnent, with the clectric vector normal to the

plane of incidence, and an "E i" component, with the magnetic vec-

tor normal to the plane of incidence.- We treat the E" case first.

The several secondary waves generated by an electromagnetic

wave incident on a slab boundar- S1 are illustrated in Figure 4.2.

On the incident side of boundary S1 . we have the reflected wave Er
in addition to the incident wave E-" In the slab medium, we have

a "forward wave' Ef and a backward wave b. Outside the slab on
the transission side of S, we have "All of these fields are

normal to the olane of incidence, and ue may drop vector notation

for these ccmonents. We denote the value of a field at a slab

boundary by a subscript 1 or 2; the wave normals are denoted by the
vectors i. n 4, , n and (= n, as shown in eioure 4.2. A

r" .~ t
plane wave in the slab has a comlex propagation vector . The

real part has the direction of either nf or - and determines the
0

surfaces of constant phate. The imaginary part is parallel to the I
bndar-- y n-ormal n and determines the surfaces of constant amplitude.
Outside the slab, the propagation vectors kn and ". are -eal,

with k = 2s/l.

Following Stratton,1 the boundary conditions at surfaces Si

and S for the Lr polarization can he written:
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n r.:-
-~n =n-Aff t A

Pb

n

nb n

/n
f f

2

S1

Figure 4.2. Wave Normals of Reflected a.id Transmitted
Electromagnetic Fields Generated by a Wave
Propagating in the Direction ft. Incident on
Boundary S. The Reference Normal .c the
Plane Parallel Slab Bounded by Surfaces S V
and S2 is z.
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E.+ E =E +E (.3
i r f1 b2 (.3

~~i ~ k (fil) E(Kf)Efl + Knib)b (4.24)
((- )E (h.rE +E ]

£ 2 +Eb2 t (4.25)

ffi.K )E + (fi-Kb)E ~ p0  (4.26)

Two additional conditions on the six undetermined variables are

needed; they may be taken to, be:

i (i.K )D
E -e E (.7
f2 f 1 4.7

Eb= B Eb (4.28)

where we have usedA

n K lKb (4.29)

which generally holds foz plane wave reflection. By making use of

the similar relation

-- k i-.i (4.30)

we can reduce Equations (4.23) through (4.28) to the sciution for

the normal electric 'ector components:

2 2)
Er -8 1 E. (4.31)

= EEi

E =-E E. (4.32)
t 1- 2 8(1-Y)]1

-T E.
E i
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E
t

ii (4.33)
E 10(nf

We wish to calculate the quantity K n. We have the expansion

Kf n( nlIKf R x (fiXA) (4.34)

Walso have the boundary condition

x x . (4.35)
f I

where k. is the incident wave vector.

Then

n~ 2~ rx~

K2 k- 2k 43

2 2

K 2 +k 2 i (4.37)

From the above equations, it follows that

. _ 2 2 2
(n.kfi= k I sin 8. + i a~o (4.38)

kc cos e.
1 - (4.39)

2 0-I
2  2

WI U(c+i/w) ksin e.

For the Ei, polarization case, the magnetic vector is normal

to the plane of incidence. Evaluatic,-, of the transmitted and re-

flected waves foll')ws from the set of boundary conditions similar

to (4.23) through (4.28):

H. +H =Hf + Hb .41)
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n (H. -H-(H-)=nK (Hfl1Hb!) (4.42)

Hf2 Hb 2 tH

Kf (HHt(444
i~ (f 2 -Hb2) Eo R

Hf BHf (4.43)

Hbl B b2  (.6

We obtain results analogous to Equations (4.31) and (4.32) above

with yE replaced by yH

(£+ic/w, n-k.

fln-K0 f

_0

(e+ia/w)k cos a.
1 (4.47)

F2.2 .2
C uw(c+2.c/w)- k sin e

H r RH Hi (4.48)

Ht T H (4.A9)H Hi

, Y2 2

RH 2 2 2(40(1-8 )(l+y )+ 2(1+8 )-f
H H

4 y 6
T (451H 2 2 2(.1

U- )(3.+y) + 2 (1+58

To use (4.31), (4.32), (4.48), and (4.49) ir the general case,

we must decompose the incident, reflected and transmitted electric

vectors into polarization components normal and parallel to the 5

plane of incidence. For example, the component of an incident wave

perpendicular to L.oth the boundary normal fi and the wave normal di.

may be expressed by the equation:
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Ei = si2 (fixfi (flxfi _()4.52)

sin 1 i 4.2

In anticipation of dyadic relations to be developed shortly, it is

approoriate to introduce a special dual set of basis vectors to

express such polarization relations. Consider the linearly inde-

pendent basis:

e1 sin .

- _ 1

2 sine.

nx n.
= -14 ".53)e3 sinu."

1n

(see Figures 4.3A and 4.3B).

These vectors are dual to the set

e1 sin 1-f -fi i "e = sine.

-- ?e2 = s kit ni- naa)n)

.. 3 _ ! (n ni )(4.54)
e sine.

in the sense that: 5

e . =& 6.. (4.55)1 13

The set {e} is the appropriate basis for representing the incident

electric field on a medium interface normal to fi. If we make

E (E) e (4.56)

where the repeated Roman index here and in the following will imply

a summation

3
then:

= j=l,
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Figue 43A.GeomtryfortheVectrs l, 2 an 3-x',',z

of~ x' and isAN I otePaeo niec. ( i

-"3Figiure 4.3A. Geometry for the Vectors e1 e2 and e. z',nz

adfLiontePlane of incidence, Thn' 3 is n thieton
ofi P anWie is Paale to the PlnafIcdn (z' Is
tot neesrlinteVriaDieto.
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(E. e. E. (A4.57)

Umon comnarison with Equation (4.52), we see that Z- (e 3 'E ) is the

nernendicular compDonent B. that (e 'E) is always zero for aI
=transverse wave, and the eleE is the Parallel polarization

comoonent of the incident wave.

The reflected and transmitted electric vectors for each oolar-

ization are now easily calculated. First, in the neroendicular

polarization case we have:

-3-
E =Re (e *E.) (4.58)M

= Te(eE. (4.59)

In the parallel polarization case, we have:

k
~rI W- ~ nr x Hr9

0

R -n x H.H uC r 1~
0

H n R1  r x 611x' e1 (4.60)

By a similar analysis, we find:

E n T x 61. x e (x)(;,.E. (4.61)

Since the sum of the two polarization cases gives the total re-

flected and transmitted fields, we are now able to write down the
4 4-

dvadics R and T:

-~ 3-R=-R n x (nxel e eR (4.62)R H r 1 ,e Ee.

1 E 3e (4.63)

Here, n is the wave normal of the reflected wave generated byther
gienicien -ave in the local pla..e wave approximation, i.e.:

nr n . - (ifji(4.64)
r I
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we may insert the expressions (4.62) and (4.63) into Equation

(4.18) for the scattering dyadic:

x, X

t(1~xDH)~ x(- 1 ) + iix (fii.el)

-3+(l--az)TE)(r x (nxe ) + n x I el

- R.~ (r x (nx (jr(ji x e1) + x r x (i r x(nixe ))e

+ i~ x(iix-3) + :ax (iR -3)) 3 }(.5

The equation can be reduced by noting such relations as:

-'01nX e = -f ~i)e (4.66)

1-

n Xe -e (4.67)

n. e =-e (4.68)

X-3 -'1nxe =e (4.69)

ix rf xe3  (fi-fi-)e (4.70)

The form thus obtained is

x xe

[ (l _OxDT.) + N2 - j)3)4

_-'2 3\-.-1I3)
+ i.. - e e ii )e(.1

DTE 3

It can be checked again that, in the case of a perfect conductor,
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R.. + 1

--~ ( [r ; x ;Az~ 33 ) 14.72)

as tPlev should.

4.4- SCAIIERING FROM A SILED REI ALA CN-) CTV SLAB

in this section we will calculate the far field scattering

rom a slanted rectanaular condiuctive slab, the top and botto

edges being parallel to an infinitely conductive flat ground plane.

The general method given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 will be applied

to this problem- Figures 4.4A,B and C show the geometry for this

problem. nf, the incident wave direction, is approximated by R',

t-he unit vector from the antenna to the reference point 0 on the

midDoint, of the slab's lower edge.

q, '= cos-6 cost + 3cose sin- + k sinj C(4.73)

= where

sin:.- (24-H )R'
A)/

cose1  D /R*

R' [Do, + (MH) 2 }1/1

The incident electric field vectors (with the inclusion of

ground reflection) for small elevation angles is

ikR [r ik(2Zmn /D)eo _e E .I
0 () UE0 f Nj (4.74)

(Compare Eq_ (2.58). Here, the angle

=tan 1 (v,/-x),

xand y, being the horizontal coordinates of the reference Doint

0 on the slab with the horizontal edge of length L. We make the

approximation D D and again from the expansion
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.H = H' + p. ; + [12 (.. ]/2R. ..... It-(4.75)

we obtain (supposing tha: kc,2/'tc<l) the Fraunhoffer approximation

for t-he incident field

eik ei i (R
e e (4.76)

Frm Ecuation (4.22) we have the scattered field frcm a conductive

flat surface

Sikr

2 r

X$1( xtIi;. - (R-Rp f 0
) x e (r./7 (4.77)

Si

wthere S is the illumi-.ated front surface, and where SI

Mr-/o) = - kro + kl - (H-) J/2r' +...... (4.78)

In the calculation in this section -e assume the Fraunhofer

field condition. to hold for the scattered field,

=r - -n (4 .7 9 )ir

so that

A (r'/R". k r'c- (4.80)

Then,

=['xj'xn~(.)-~ ~I (4.81)

where

e2 ~4 -0 i. (r'+R'l /'R' (4.82)

and

k fdr. dr, {ae [Mip [1-exp(ik2z'H/D 0 ]- ex(-i '-Z)}

(4.83)
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With

ncase LC(4-i + c c.ose sinO+"_) + sin.4 s: L...cJ

-An +B:-; (A4 84)
(n 2 /r*)' + (~/ro)... (4.85)

we ha~ve

hh

-exp [2HM/D J d-- exD [ik (B- /2 r) + 2H In) (4

0

integ~rating grives

where

A' =A /r

B' B El

2FI. sinc

with a +~ v, /2,

A =cosC 1 cosft+a) =Cos--- siny

B=cos9 cosc sin(-.a) + sina- sinc

=cosC1 cosc cos,:,+ sina, sint 4.9

and

2SE 2  ~(.
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with

sine2 = (z 2-- )/r' (4.91;

Also in Eaation (4.81) we have

hin-U) - (n-n )U = n x (n-ixU) (4.92)

The induced voltage at the aircraft antenna is

V = co(Jr') (4.93)
0 5

= c 0  x' - (n x. 4] b c )YI(4.94)

where I b is given by Equations (4.82) and (4.87). We have,
b

finally,

= cosI 4sin1 d.x -

- (t- .- 1 s4.95

A.ss-i-' the unit vector U to be horizontallv nolarized

=- (.KXn)/cosa (4.96)

we obtain fcr the voltage function

= cost- s 1 sine cos;.- + sine cost coS(B +Y ) (4.97)
V!co, c -2[1

In order to obtain the voltage due to the direct scattering
from the wall, we set (see Figure 4.5):

sinc2 = (z 2-M)/r' (4.98)

= [D 2 + (z 2 -M) 2 1 l/ 2  (4.99D2 + 2

cest 2 = 2 /r' (4.100)
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REFERENCE PT. ON SLAB

0

r'

0 b OBSERVATION
POINT AT
AIRCRAFT

z2

ON GROUND

Figure 4.5. Geometry for Calculating the Scattered Field from
the Ground Image of the Slab
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In order to obtain the scattered electric field from the

image of the wall, we first fcrmally compute the scattered field

from the wall to a point below the ground plane, which is the same

distance as the observation pei,.t above the grouni plane, and then
"reverse" the horizontal component. Since in the voltage equation,

V = C r) E (4.101)
0s

x r' is a horizontal vector, after formally calculating

the field at the point below the ground plane, one can simply

multiply this quantity by -1, since the vertical component is can-

celled. Figure 4.5 shows the geometry for this image calculation.
The image field at r'' is obtained by setting

sine2 = - (M+Iz 2 1)/r'' (4.102)

where
' [ ,2 M+z)2]i1/2

r = D 2  (M+1z (4.103)

and

cose2 = D 2 /r'' (4.104)

4.5 SCATTERING FROM A SLANTED RECTANGULAR DIELECTRIC SLAB

The geometry for the scattering is show in Figures 4.4A, B

and C. Many of the quantities calculated in the previous section

(4.4) for the conductive case apply to the ;eneral case treated

here.

The scattered electric field is given by Equation (4.17),

which can be written as
ik exo(ikr') n'-'

W),r5,6
4r r 1r

ds E (P) expriL('/)] (4.105)

S1
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With the sa-me far field approximations as in the previous section,

wa- have for the-. infcident field on the slab,

E a F U (4.106)
0 nl

where

U (e*) e e~.) (4.10~

and

ikR' kI~ 2ikz'HA/D1
Fn E f(OP) e- -e 1 '. 1-e I 4.108)

Then, defining

I' =fds (p) ~ -(4.109)

where

I fdS F ei'"D (4.110)

with

A(ryp) =-k r' p (4.111)

we have

ikfl'

Ef 1 (4.112)

where I is given by Equation (4.87) in Section 4.4. Combining the
C

-previous equations, we obtain for the scdttered field

E s F2 (7-U) (4.113)

where

eik(r'+R')
F 2  2 A 0 f (9) er'R' 1c (4.114)

The induced voltage at the aircraft antenna is

=C 0 F2(kr a)(76) (4.115)
I0
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Referring to Equation (4.71) we have:

+ (n-.i -a -T+ N ) (x 3 .U)

+ ((Px-2) (-laDE-RE)

If we denote the quantity enclosed by the square brackets I

by A, the voltage function may be written as

V/Cf 2 = (kxr') - r' x (rxA) (4.117)

This can be written as a sum of four parts,

(ce + C + 2)4(4.118)o 2 (o21+(VF)2 + V23 + 0J2)4

We have fixfi.
41 (4.119)
3 sinei

= fi/sinei (4.120)

=f sine sin+ sine cosa -kcost- (4.121)

1 cosc 2 sin(81 - a) - j cost2 cos(B1 -a) (4.122)

+ k sine2

After some algebra we obtain

=C 2 =[ . i + ,~ i  (-I+ciDTH- l)(el "i)
e U

(4.123)
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where

(R'6xn) =cosc 2 sine sina8 (4.124)

k(rni) Cosel sin($ + - 416
2oC co (4125

sine. = fixfijl

1 1/2

+ 2 sine1 cos91 sine cosc cosyf4Il (4.127)

Also we obtain~ .rx.)

x (-l+ai+R,) (~-),sine.4.28

where

= ~-. Cos 8 cos(B +Y1 ) + sine2 sine1 (4.129)

r -n= coe 2 sine cos81  sine2 cose (4.130)

and

x [(-1+aDTE-RE) ~3.U]/i (4.131)
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where

R ie (4.132)

n-k = sin! 1  (M-HA) /R' (4.133)

n = -cos~ (4.134)

and

x (nn)(-l.czDT+RE) (e 3 6)] /sne, (4.135)

For the special case where fi is assumed to be horizontal

- we obtain
sinE sin
51fl8 (si8-)2 (4.136)

and

~3 u cose ccse + sine iO c

In general uis not horizontal in which case we write out di..

components of ~land from Equations 4.119 and 4.120.

1 3~

sin [1 sinc sini + jsine cosci- cosc] (4.138)
1 sie1
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- -_-ww___-

- 1(sin Sine ia+CS COE COST)

-kI (cos--- sine siny] (4.139)

Accordingly,* when the components of ~iare determined the products

Iiuand -e u can be computed for the general case of a non-hori-

zontally polarized electric field incident on the slanted di-

electric slab.
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APPENDIX A. THE FRESNEL APPROXIMATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Equations (2.47) and (2.48) of this report describe the scat-

tered magnetic and electric fields in the Fraunhofer zone of a

perfectly conducting scatterer.- These equations represent the

leading terms i. teaymptotic expansions of Squations (2.39) and

(2.42) for large values of the distance between the scatterer and

the receiver. Let D denote some characteristic linear dimension

of the scatterer, and let r' denote the distance from some zvoint

on the surface of the scatterer to the receiver. The assumotions

involved in the Fraunhofer approximation can be suzmarized as

follows.

r' '>(A.l)

2D /2r' << (A.2)

where A is the -wavelength of the incident radiation.- In thiLs

appendix, condition (A.2) will be relaxed, and Fresnel zone an-

proxi=nations for the scattered fiel4ds will be developed a-=- then

applied to the problem of localizer signal scattering by a Flat,

vertical wall. The motivation for this new approxim1ation is the

ongoi-ng construction of very tall buildiUngs (no3tels, 747 hangars.

etc.) near airport runways. For such structures, caondition A2
is often violated, at: least over- cortions of the aircraft ai~roach

paths.

T.". asymtotic expansions of Equations (2.39) and (2.142) for
large values of r' were o-omdupon the hases and -annlitudes

Of the two-rpoint Green's function 'r,)a-.d its deriVativ es
which appear in t-ose equations. The functien ',7is given by.

eiir



whenren=-;-i hewv bro the incident r a n

the zno sion vector- of a coint on the illum;-te surface of the
scatterer relative to an origin of coordinates 0 which, for- con-
venience, wev locate on the_ surfance of9 th4 catreMle, dw

theM largest value assured by r=-Iri. D repres-et.s sme characte-
ist-c a nsion of the scatterer- If r">>D (condition(AAU

a~ltde ir' t-r I of vcan be aunroxi=nated very accurately
Irl by Cr'). i More Care must be exercised in approximat-ing

them o)hase of v because of the oscillatory behavior of the-- c mmlex
exnonential1. Expanding Ir'-4 to terms of secono order in r we

2r

whr 'r/r' is a unit vector- in the direction of -' . 1

DV2 ' c (ondition (A.21), we can clearly nelect the. cuadr4atic
terms in (A .4') and use the first tuo terms in anuprox i='ti- trie

m. s e Co -0r large values of r- Th-is 'linear- renresewuntion

for- the mhase ofc ? is just the Fraunhofer approximat--ion used in
Sec-tion 2-0 of this renort.. If D 2/2r' is not small connared-- to -A

the quadratic terms in (A-4) cannot be ignored.Z rand %e arrive at
th fEol lowins asvnnztotic&- renresentation for Y

eir~ - ik(r'-r) -ei' - Cr r)2 (A.5

Ecruation. (A.5) is the- as, ttic renresentation -of the Green'Is

-ncion in th4-esml z one o' the scatterer. I~t stnuld1 be
e-=--sited that inderiving Equation MA-5), ure ha-ve assuredA that

the phase '.i the Green's f unction can be acc*-urately reoresented
.xading 'i 47 '-to termns of only second_ orue in r-Ta st

say. t )--~s been assuned7 ' t at all 1-h~igtr order tecmr aresni
-conna _red to a wrave1 encth -

whnthe as totic'- expression fort- given in Equation (A-5)

tocether with the corresponding asymtoic exessios for the

various dorivatives ofyae btttdin to Eutos(.7 m

(2-39). t:-- folloring asv-.ztAotic exopress ions for- '-e scattered

A-2



iftelds in the Fresnel zone of a condnctinc scatterer are obtained:

~ -_ik e J -: -i kc(r r).
Es 2: .r r' 1 ,)e as,(-6

1/2 ik
E (r') = j (nxH-)e.rs

!A-7)

ubhere

r [2 (;;21

Tn- Equations (AS1.) and (A?).5, denotes ts side of t:-- surface of

the scatterer directlys- et-.osed to the incident radiation, %H; is

teinident magetcfield on S. and in is the unit invcard nornal

to 5+ at r.

II1. WOALIZfl SIGSALT Scm11 flu151 By A FLAT, V2-ICAL 4QLL
IN '7H1 FREMML API1flEA)lIfl

Th Section 2.5 the problen of localizer signal scattering by

= -a f0lat, ver-tical, wail uas ana'yzM-e as-ing the Frann6 -fez annrnxiL-

=atioc - This sa prob! n i.ill now be treated nsing the Fresn

eq,=ation (A-6) and (A-7) ?bTe gecuetr ox, thet 'rob-Ie is alias
trated in Fin-mre 7-5.

It w-as s-svn- in Suc-tion- 2.5 that the total inc:-aent ncci
field i- drctnC rond reflected) at an observwation ooint

(x~y~z) in te far field of a Itrizo" taly laxrized lcalizer
anen ocated a0,H) -mld be reoresented as foli11cvs:

a 1/2 2a 2j-.

where

a= 2 2 (zE 2 (AO
it++ (AJI)

A-Am



tan- (Y/x) (A.1 2)

In Equati;on (A-9), f (:) i4S the !h-mrizontai antenna pattern of the
localtrzer, 15 i a-n ann ue and e2 is a .-nit vector along the

z-axis -.&icfl .s per ;endicular to the- perfectly conduc-tting. flat

crai=-' nlane (the x--v olane) -Ecauation (A.9) accurately describes

at obsrato --'s i sth al elevation angles (a/i) <<I)-

Asi etion 2-5, we will1 use the nidnoant or the bas of the
wall as a-n origin- of coordiUnates for the surface integrals in (.A..6)

ad(A-7) -The coor-dinates of this toint will be denoted by

( ryj,O*); Vhe azi-mth anslIe of ( v,0)will be denoted. by

(-ta_ y 1 /x.)) W again ass, as in Section 2.0, that

4s -=c' nrflber thv the .lenth, 1.. of the wall, so that f (o) can
nerplcdby f(fi-) and D by D 1 in (A..9) for- all noints on the-

wafll_ The- vector R Oy=,_ the. lOCalizer to any point P or. the wall

can be renresented as follows:

- werer-, x e + yae- e ?Z r is a vector in the Plane of the
Sdrawnm from the point Cr. ,y. .) to the point P. Assinn that

2 2

is inch larcer than the 1lrcest dizez-sion of the wall,* the distance
R-' 'ccali_ er to P can be represented to terms of second

o-rder inr. as fC0 1- 1-0k 5

2 (R-Li
R H1 + S R1 +Z.- 2K- (A-.14)

tar R, FP ;/ nScin 2.3., them quadratic pat 1 enr car
foerence, -ms-us i n A4)were nealected (cf. q2.4) For the

pre-sent aznalyvsis, the-se terms vill be retained flor the sake of

consist-nv since the tezxas of seconZo acer in r in the series

easio o f the Green's kunctio- Vare be;-z retained (cf'. Eq.

- (A4).



The vector r from (x1 1 Y1 1 0) to the point P on the wall can be
represented as follows:

rr nn +ze 2  (A.15)

where n is a unit vector in the plane of the Toall and oarallel to
the ground (Fig.- 2-5) and n~ is variable ranging from -L/2 to +*L/2.
The variable z is just the elevation of the point P above the
cround and varies from 0 to h whrasth egtoftewl

In Section 2.5, the following approximate expression for the dot
produict (R1 -r) was derived:

R 'r n cos (A-16)-
I D (A~l6

where is the angle between nand the x-axis (Fig. 2.5). Sub-
stituting (A.16) into (A.14) and approximating R.,by-D-li
the last two terms of (A.14), we obtain the following~ approximate
expressionk for the distance R from the localizer to any point P
on the wall:

zH n 2
I: D sin 2

where terms of order (D 1 )- and higuher have been -dropped.- Sub-
stituting Equation (A .17) for R into the complex exponential n

Equaticn. (A.9) and replacing t:-. factor R by Rl we fcinally
obtain the following approximate expression for f.at a point P on
the surface of the wall:

1/2 iR
= 2(! ~ f~)e ikni Cos (6+0) - zE_ 2i e - e sinI z5: FO R

kp2sinLz+~ 21

Let [x 2 y 9 ) denote the coordinates of the receriver. The
vector r' fron the base of the wall to the receiver is given by

r' (x,-x )eX + -y2l) e, + z 2e - (. 19)

Let R.- denote r' IVI:

A-5



R= (X 2 -XI) 2 + (y2 -yl)2 + Z2  (A.20)

The horizontal distance from (xl,yl,O) to the receiver will be de-

noted by D 2

= I(x2 =xl ) 2 + (y 2 -Yl) 2  . (A.21)

Assuming small zlevation angles (D 2>>z 2 , it was shown in Section

2.5 that the dot product r'--r could be represented approximately

as follows:
z z 2

r'r z n cos (y-6) + , (A.22)
p2

where y is the angle between the projection of r' onto the ground

plane and the x-axis (cf.Fig. 2.5). Substituting (A.22) into

Equation wA.c), thich defines the phase function € appearing

in (A.6) and (A.7), we obtain the following approximate expression

for 4:I~ z 2 2 2 Z2D

r n cos(y-e) + 22 2 s (- , (A.23)Dp2 pp2

where (r')-i =R has been approximated by D in the second

and third terms of (A.8) and terms of order D - and higher have
p2

been neglected.

Equations (A.18) and (A.23) for H. and OW',) can now be

substituted into Equation (A.6) and (A.7) and the integrals

evaluated. As in Section 2.5, the range of the z integration is

taken tG he - h < z < + h in order to account for the image of the

wall in the ground plane. The results of these integrations for

the magnitude of the scattered electric field at the receiver is

given below:

ik (R +R2 )
eE E sin(y-8) IiI2 , (A.24)

s 0 RR 2
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where

h zz 2z ik 1- (.5

-sin _D sin - e 'dz,

and
[sin2 (e+,) sin2 (y-) 1

+L/2 eikicos(8+'I)- cos(Y-8)] ek n2D _ + 2 Dp2  J
12=e

/L/2
(A .26)

Unfortunately, the integrals I1 and 12 cannot be evaluated in closed

form. However, they can be evaluated numerically using series

representations for the complex Fresnel function F (x).

x .1 2
F(x) e dt . (A.27)

0

IV. COMPARISONS OF THE FRAUNHOFER AND FRESNEL FORMULATIONS

In the Fraunhofer approximation used in Section 2.5, the

integrals I1 and 12 defined by Equations (A.25) and (A.26) assume

the following simple forms:

i si. sin d, , (A.28)0 LpJ LZ-]p2 J
+L/2

S-, ikncose+) - cos(y-8)lda (A.29)

Of course the integrals appearing in Equations (A.281 and (A.29)

can be explicitly evaluated and, in fact, are proportional to the

sinc functions appearing in Equation (2.84) which gives the

scattered electric Field E in the Fraunhofer zone of the wall.
s

However, for purposes of comparison, Ij and I will be left in

integral form.

A-7



I7
It is obvious that the "Fraunhcfer" integrals I and I' are

1 2obtained from the corresponding "Fresnel" integrals I1 and 12 by

suppressing the complex exponentials in the integrals of 1 and 12
2 2,which depend upon z and n2 , respectively. The Fraunhofer approxi-

mation is thus seen to be based upon the assumption that the

following inequalities hold true for all receiver points:

A = kh 2 (1 + 1 << 1 (A.30)
\ 2Dp p2 /)

B = kL2 [sin2(8+) + sin2 (e)] < A.31)

4 L 2D 2Dp2

The validity of the Fraunhofer approximation as summarized in the

inequalities (A.30) and (A.31) will now be examined.

In practice, the inequalitily (A 31) is generally satisfied,

since our computer programs automatically segment walls into sub-

sections no more than 50 feet in length. The scattered field at

the receiver produced by each subsection is calculated using

either Equation (2.84) or (A.24). These partial fields are then

summed to give the total field at the receiver due to the entire

wall. This segmenting procedure is necessary to ensure the

validity of our assumption that f(¢), the horizontal antenna

pattern of the localizer, does not vary significantly as n ranges

from -L/2 < n < +L/2 and that f(¢) can be approximated very

accurately by f(r) for all points on the wall. To get some idea

of the magnitude of the parameter B appearing in (A.31), consider

the following set of typical parameters:

D = 4000 ftp1

D = 4000 ft
p2
L = 50 ft

k = 2-/), = .706 (ft) 1

Thr value of k listed above corresponds to a localier wavelength

of 8.9 ft. Setting (8+41 and (y-e) equal to 900 (worst case), we

find that B = .11. Consequeurtly, the approximation B << 1 inherent

in the Fraunhofer approximation is reasonably good, and, conse-
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I quently, differences between the integrals 12 (A.26) and Ij (A.29)

will generally be negligible in most cases of interest.

S)n the other hand, the inequality (A.30) involving the para-
meter A is often violated for tall walls, Consider, for example,

the case of a wall 103 feet high (h=100 ft). Using the same
values for 0pl, Dp2, and k that were used in the previous simple
calculation of the parameter B, we find that A = 1.77. Conse-
quently, since the Fraunhofer approximation is only valid if A<<!,
we can expect to see significant differences between the values of

I1 and I and, hence, between the values of the scattered fields
predicted by the Fraunhofer and Fresnel models when very tall

scatterers are involved.

Specifically, we can certainly expect to see phase differences
between the scattered fields predicted by the two models, since I,
is complex and Ij is real. Furthermore, the intensities of the
scattered fields predicted by the two models will differ, since
the magnitude of Ii ( i l l) will generally be less than the magnitude
of I(II'l). To demonstrate this fact, we first define the fol-

lowing two functions: z kzzl

f(z) = sin [p,_] sin jD , (A.32)

g(z) = T + . (A.33)

In terms of f and g; I 1 and I can be written as follows:

hI 1 =/ f~z) i g ( z ) z ,A.4

1j = f(z) dz . (A.35)0

L Clearly, IiI must satisfy the following inequality:
h

Jill <f If(z)l dz (A.36)

A-9
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For the small angles of elevation which we have assumed

(H/D1i <<i, z2/Dp « 1), the function f(z) will generally be

non-negative for all z in the range o < z < h even for relatively

large values of h. That is to say: in most cases of interest,

!f(z)j = f(z) (o<z<h). Under this assuription, the inequality

(A.36) becomes

<1i j f.z)dz 14' 1 Ii' (A.37)fj0
As a consequence of the inequality (A.37) we can conclude that, in

~most cases of interest, the intensity of the scattered field pre-

~dicted by the Fr, snel model is generally less than the intensity
I predicted kl' the Fraunhofer model.

Figures A.I, A.2, and A.3 show comparative plots of DDM in

microamps, as predicted by the Fraunhofer and Fresnel scattering

models. The scatterers involved are flat, vertical walls 50 feet

wide and 25, 50, and 100 feet in height respectively. The walls

are oriented parallel to the centerline of the runway. The air-

craft is assumed to be flying at a constant altitude of 50 feet

down the centerline of the runway, so that in the absence of

scatterers the DDM would be identically 0. The abscissa in each

figure represents distance from the localizer in feet. In each

graph, the dashed line represents the predictions of the Fresnel

model, while the solid line represents the predictions of the

Fraunhofer model.

Referring to Fig. A.1, we note that, fox a wall only 25 feet

high, there is very little difference between tne predictions of

the two models. This was to be exoected, since for small heights,

the parameter A defintm" in El-ari t.a0 i' uk-lw. :o lc small

compared with unity, and, consequently, the predictions of the
Fresnel and Fraunhofer models should be nearly identical.

Referring to Figure A.2, we see that there are slight differ-

ences in both phase and amplitude between the predictions of the

two models for a wall 50 feet in height.

A-10



Finally, in Figure A.3, we note major differences in both
amplitude and phase between the two models for a wall 100 feet in

height. The Fraunhofer model predicts DDM magnitudes which are

nearly twice the corresponding values predicted by the Fresnel

model over portions of the flight path. Differences in the posi-
tions of DDM maxima of up to two hundred feet can also be observed.
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APPEJMIX B
SCATTERING FROM A VERTICAL TRIUr 1GLE, NEW FORMULATI1ON

lie use the c-trrent distribution nelind- to calculate Ulm
scatterad field for an infinitely conductive tr-iangul-ar- surf ace.
The scattered electric far field is (with arcnt-- refElectionsa-

cluded):(11

i-bere

(*) fdEnTre"'%-in (au sin(nE -- 2

wh-ere A k k(sinyf-sinB)-

n,.i the antenna heiclit. For a right t-rnwe with the
vas.- on the groutd and the vertex to the leftthite-ton

cud. is frn 0 to hia/B + h/2, -a d-, is frw -3/2 to Sfl31. 7ne

following result is obtained (Fianie 3.1') :

=k eik (R143t2)aa
R2 1 fzltxk)cos:-

- Ci( e(n.hfhs;ncInacnn ]

+- (ni-n) -c' (i4 h/1 (AB-,, (mn n 

I j. (rnih/2) 1/2 (33

*.%Tote that the angales y aLr4 B defined in F-ioure B-1 and. -used he-re
for convenience correspond to the angles :1-(f)andr/-(-)

respectively, used in Section 2-5 and 2.6 of this rport
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sinc-n~L +sin(nt-n)h lB 5

2(=-n 2 (BA)

=2 A zn-a

£4 = A- Jcm

c4 = Ayh- 1

E'crthe-or r ~. -te tc!

orthe -can ofr t:e efl to the rqtthe itecnation dt3;

is ~ -h 2r~h.t ~ f a:± -&d i s fraB -- 311to B(-h/h1 /2).

~e!-ctt is cavt hr Saaati fB-4), v ith

4 -) L -2

F ZY2B-mtjZ23lr
_________

( en Y ram J2

s-tu.-T Simir.. 4  (~
2[fsinrh si (=a-n)LI ;-A12

T..,1  v and T are !r.- o EC- -at (- -6-J.--
-3 -4 -- - __ C ~ ~ ,...

aue onEcaio (3-.7) (writhf U= is jest- the '.emC cm-jugte

at ~ (BS) th i.
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APPENDIX C
MULTIPLE SCATTERING FROM VERTICAL RECTANGULAR WALLS, NEW FORMULATION

In this appendix we treat the multiple scattering of electro-

magnetic waves from a set of two vertical rectangular walls where

infinite conductivity is assumed. In the double reflection study

given by I.B.M.4 only the reflected fielO was used in their Equa-
tion (2.3). For reflection from a reflecting rectangular wall,
the current distribution method yields the same result as given by

I.B.M. if the total field is used instead of the reflected field
and if the second line integral in the right side of their Equation

(2.3) is included. In the following calculation the current dis-

tribution method is used to obtain the new equations for double

reflection.

The electric field at a point on the second wall is given by

(Fig. C.l)*

Ep ( i0) expkY2
E RIR2

[kLl
-Cos$,inc (sinl-sinll(

)sinc[khl[ zinc[k-- (C1

where sinc(x) = sinx/x and where k =21/.

At the second wall the incident magnetic field is given by

and the surface current on the wall is given Dy

*Note that the angles Yl and 81 defined in Ficure C.1 and used here
for convenience correspond to the angles 7/2 - (8+W) and
n/2- (y-0), respectively, used in Sections 2.: and 2.6.
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-+2 i/u/ Epfl2  (C. 3)

where n2 is the outward normal from the scattering surface.

At the receiver the scattered field from the second wall is

given by

iwlp exfikR3
41r R3 3(C.4)

(SECOND WALL)

02 - 3

Figure C.2. Scattering from the Second wall

where - ' 3 n2sin 2 +z 2 ('3/R3). c.5

Denoting the integral in Equation C.4 by I

I -//uVkLlhl Ef)ex(p~ik(RJ+Dp20)] 11 (C.6)
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where (with ground reflection included)

2z
z~ ~2 (C.7

and where

1 exP i f 2[siny 2 -sin'32] ):oselsinc[ (inyl-sing )dT1 2
ZI.2/2 )

cos81 osincj (in-lsinl) L2sinc[ _k(sinY2-sinS2] (C.8)

The scattered electric field at the receiver from the second wall

is then given by

- Ak
2  exp Uk [Rl+Dp 2 ;p+R3])

E i" =k -1%L 2 hl~(1 1E0 OS
-3 RlDD2OR3 ~ o

*cosslosinc[Lk(si f 2 -sin82)] sinn4k(siny1-sinSi0

sin(AC) [ C+h2 i(+~ C+h2 sin(A-B)x

2B X -h '

os (AC) [ h2 cos(A+B)x~ C+h2 cos(A-B) (C.9)

where

khl khl Dp20H (~O

Dp2  Dp20DP

and where

sin ax (ax)3  %a)
=-d ax - (C.11)

f x 5 * 5 (C-5l)
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I<
and

rcos ax (ax) 2  (ax) 4I J dx =log(ax) + (C.12)x2-2! 4-4. .

Combinations of reflections from walls with the lower edge

flush against the ground plane can be used to compute the reflec-

tion from walls whose lower edges are at a height above the ground

plane. The following figures show schematically such a procedure.

TO COM4PtTE: 1 11 1
.___________ I - - I

GIVE: 0I 1

Figure C.3. Elevated Structures

SYMBOLS

R1 from antenna to reference point on ground plane at 1st wall.

Dpl from foot of antenna to reference point at 1st wall.

f(yr) antenna gain factor.

h1 height of 1st wall.

L width of 1st wall.

y1 angle of incidence at 1st wall.

81 look angle from reference point on ist wall to element of

integra. an on 2nd wall.
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810 look angle from reference print on 1st wall to reference

point on 2nd wall.

n1 normal vector at 1st wall.

R vector from reference point on 1st wall to element of inte-

gration on 2nd wall.

D2 reference point on ist wall to reference point on 2nd wall.

p20D p2 reference point on !st wall to foot of element of integration

on 2nd wall.

L2 width of 2nd wall.

h- height of 2nd wall.4

n2 normal vector at 2nd wall.

k unit vector normal to ground plane.

k 2-a divided by wavelength.

n2 unit vector along horizontal direction tangent to wall surface

at 2nd wall.

vector from reference point on 2nd wall to the element of

integration

72 angle of incidence at 2nd wall.

82 look angle from 2nd wall to receiver.

R vector from reference point on 2nd wall to aircraft receiver.
-3
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APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF GAIN VECTOR FOR SMALL CIRCULAR LO)P RECEIVING ANTENNA

We consider a linearly polarized plane wave given by

E E 0 e i(K-;-,t) incident on a perfectly conducting circular loop

of radius a which is connected to a receiver input impedance ZL
L(Fig. D.). The current generated in the load impedance ZL cn

written as

I = V/(ZL + Za), (D.1)

where Z is the antenna radiation impedance and V is the neta
electromotive force (E.M.F. developed in the loop by the incident

field). The E.M.F. is given by the following development of the

basic line integral of E around the loop:

V Ef dl
_- .fd_,lA -E

iE ° - (nxk)fr dr do e (D.2)

Here the vector r lies in the plane of the loop and is perpendicu-

lar to the unit vector n. We may replace the scalar product in

the exponential by

k r = k r sin8 cost

with the result that the integral reduces to8

d e2 kr sine cos_

2r fr dr Jo(krsinC)

2
2 -.a Jl(ka sinG)/(ka sine)

-a
2  (D.3)

The latter approximation is valid whenever a<<A/2u. Using this

reLIlt we find that the current delivered to the receiver can be

expressed as
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I a(xk-E (D.4)
ZL + Za

Thus the gain-polarization vector of Equation (D.1) takes the form

*( .4g(k) Can x k(.5

TRANSMISSION LINEn MATCHED T

a
Ficure D.1. Illustration of Circular Loop

Receiving Antenna Problem

This vector selects the component of F normal to the vertical

plane of incidence and applies a factor of sinE6.
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APPENDIX E
PROGRAMMING ASPECTS OF THE ILS MODEL

I. INTRODUCTION

The complete simulation of apparent CDI for a large group of

ground structures is accomplished by using a sequence of programs.

First, the DATGEN set of routines, written for a time-sharing

PDP-10 computer, are employed to set up descriptions of antenna

patterns, receiver trajectories, scatterer geometry, etc. in the

correct formats for input into the ILS-O-E program.

The ILS-O-E program is the basic simulation program, which
can be used to calculate static or dynamic CDI along specified
receiver trajectories for a variety of antenna and scatterer con-

ditions. The cutput of this program is usually a formatted listing

on tape of CDI versus distance.

If the static CDI has been generated, the dynamic CDI may be

obtained with program ILSDYN without further recourse to ILS-O-E.

The CDI data are then usually input to the ILSPLOT program for
final presentation in graphical form. The ILS-O-E Program is a

complete operational unit in itself, and its use is detailed below
in terms ol the input data specifications. However, we do note

that since the ILS analysis program and the ILS computer program

are Presently under development, the ILS-O-E computer program is

considered an interim and preliminary, though fully-operational
model.

II. DESCRIPTION OF DATA GENERATION PROGRAMS FOR ILS-O-E

A series of programs have been written on the PDP-10 to

generate input data for the ILS program. The first of these pro-

grams is STRUGN. This is a Structure Generator. it takes section

descriptions in free field format and produces a list in the proper

format for input to ILS. The sections may be described singly or

as polygons or as sections of circles. In the latter case, the

arcs will be approximated by a specified number of chords. Any

number of sets of sections may be given. Each set is considered

a structure and is delimited and numbered in the output list.

E-l



t of STRUGN (or a combination of -he outnut of
i several runs) is used as thne inut to FLDGE--'' This is th Field
i Generation Program-. FIDE reads in each structure in an in-=t

list. it then tyvpes out the number of the structure a- accents

pe, input, specifying the locations and orientations

of the structure. Each structure may appear any n r of times

on the field or may be omitted comletelv.

This field description is used as the input to LOCAT. LOCAT

takes the field and arbitrary antenna location and orientation and
determines here the sections are from- the antenna. For each sec-

tion, LOCAT examines the relative angle of the line of sight and

the normal to the section to decide if the section face will receive

any incident field from the antenna. It then outputs a list of the

sections making up the field. if a section is not illuminated, a

flag is set in the output to indicate this. As LOCAT can be run

with the same field data and different antenna locations, prepar-

ing data for an airport with mAtiple antenna locations is s i I.-

fied.

For smple cases, the output of LOCAT can be used as is, but
for involved airports, there is a problem of shadowing. A structure

section may be facing the antenna location but not have an incident

field, because another structure blocks it. To determine if this

is the case, a series of programs (SORT 1, SORT 2, SORT 3, PRUN),

have been written. These programs take the output from LOCAT and

find out which, if any, sections are shadowed and create a new list

with flags to indicate the hidden sections. The final program in

the series eliminates those that are flagged as shadowed, as well

as those flagged by WCAT. This results not only in an increase

in accuracy of the ILS, but, as the hidden sections do not need to

have their scattered fields computed, also in a substantial savings

in time.

To simplify verification of the input data used in the pro-

grams, a plotting program was written. This takes the output from

FLDGEN, STRUGN, LOCAT, PRUN or input cards for the 7094 and draws

the sections in their proper locations and orientations. The scale
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is variable for cnvenie.-e in c ar to blueorint-. filoornlans,

etc., and hien sections nay be iicated .- dotte- lines, if
neeaeo.

iii. -P U -DATA FOR ILS-C-E

The first innut card is t- c--utation zrode card-, It has
the following fo-at:

Col. Sy ol Contents

= 1-2 .xtde I (Fi-)
2 2 ,8 Loo)

3 (Wavegmuide locajizer)

4 (Not used at present)

5 (Sinale measured localizer pattr-. )
6 (Measured capu:e effect lo-alizer

natte-r-)
3-4 IDFC 0 (Fra--' fer r-nroxz4 -ation-

i (Internal switch for Franhfer/

Fres= el

11-20 FRQ Frecnnc.--1

21-30 TEETGS Glide slo=e a-le, D L.
31-40 XTH Distanca ir-- ic. antenna to threshold

41-50 Slope Tncli-nation of -unwav at t'eshold, dec.
51-60 ZA (1)
61-70 ZR (2) 5, ntenna ele---nt heiahts, ft.

71-80 ZA (3))

The node selects the tvpe of ante nattern used for the
simalation. For a single frecuencv system, a theorec-cal n ern

(V-fling, 8-Loop, Waveguide) or a measured natt-ter may be used.
Two patterns are used for a dual freaencv.sv ze, such as the

Alford capture effect syste. The clearance nattern is chosen

first. This is done by using a negative value for the mode nu-iber.

if a measured Pattern is desired for the clearance, a mode of 6 is
used. After the clearance pattern is set, the course pattern is
chosen. The IhPC s-itch is used to force the simulati"on to use

the Ftaunhofer approxination if desired; otherwise, the Fresnel
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r-njwa-ia~ wflbe used for those surfar's rithlaee h

vertical amndes- to r --- -ir- - .-

If an an pattern is to be read in-. t!-folrjn format

.-s used:

Co1- Contents

1-10 1 -le of the neas--renen: -n ce-rees

11-20 Co zsIte sideband nattern as zres;ured
21-30 Ccosite- ca-rr-ier natternm as nea-sured-

The a nd-es =mst be bet-ueen plu~s and nirns 120 cec-reesan
ascendino- order. A mari of fifty ~au nsis flcie

amess f-ha ifC- are reqfs l ~s-~ ~Ab
t- - ---- the -as =e r - --'db

followemd by anm ancle in excess of 4042 Pegrzees-

ext. card Is the -rse wit car-d inthe follcnrin f~n

Col - _______

1-1 3A (1) Distan.ce aloI runwray ce rn to

cou-rse amray

11-20 MMA (2) Distaca ain- r--r c.--r jn t

cearance array

21-30 (Mot Used)

'71-40 co Course rA-d.

41-50 (SMot Used)

51-60 CLS Relative cernesignal strongth

If a coumr-se vidth of oreater than three decrees is ean in

this width is us!d.. If a width of less Urthree decrees is_

pathe width wdl1 be ad-justed to FaM 'cfcain accordinc to

the distance to t--:e threshold, as aiven -an ti ode c-ard.

The recci-rer nath card follows --h followine= form-at:

CaL S~ac1_Conents

1-10 hI Starting distaunce fr orc
11-20 DI.Al Ending distance fraa oricain

21-30 DIR Spacing between receiver noints

-31-40 PHIR Ancle of anoroach

41-50 PSIR Glide oath ancl-e
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51-60 Mist be left bmn-k)

61-70 ZIP Heicbt above glide path

71-80 OluMst be left blank)

If =ore t-an- 500 rteve oirts are recuested, the orooran
will increase DIR untilD- rot more tha 500 will1 brs nee-ed - T-he
n--aber of ooints 1s equpal to WAXE ni's D'SN divided by;, DiM. If

clearance- run is desirned, the for-a ftecr i sflos

Col.. Sr-abol. Contents

-10 2COlZD Initial ance
11-20 !eXl M"' angle
21-30 DRA=-- ac in---enent

31-50 (Itast be left blank)
51-60 i)Radius of or-bit infeet
61-70 142 W fleicit off Ornt
74 xa- 1 (Switch to indicate orbit run)
The nest car-d gives the velocity- of L icati 'ce-ne

secmond (cobans 11-21)_- As a zero zelocitv will cause erroneous
results, the prora sets a 'imnvelocity of one foot oar sec-no -

T7he next series of -cards descr'be the scattc-ring surfaces.
Bach surface is a single nertirs1 o- tilted friat wail1 of infinite

codcivatv

Col. S~~ yz boI contents

1-2 M
3-8 xv 1%1) I-Coordinate of center of base

9-4 XV (2) YS- dnte of cente base
15-20 XW (3) zero,
21-24 None (Blank)
25 C Zero_

2630 aZ'AAncle betwen base line and ~A~
3-35 DMESTA Zeo
3-50 (Ms elef blanik)

51-60 Wi Wid th of ball,
61-7 0 MVF Beicht o f wal1 f rim ton to botZOM
71-8 0 M.Beicht of base above ground



J_

Any number of surfaces may be used, limited only b, available

cmputer time. Comlec surfaces may be approximated by using sec-

tions as chords of arcs, etc. if sections exceeding 50 feet in
width are used, they will be broken up into sections of less than

50-foot width by the Dcram. Thus, no tin-e will be saved by usino

anoroximatinc Deces wider than 55 feet. and accuracy will suffer.

if an ID of -i is used, the scattered field is subtracted from the

total field. TIus, if a wall is represented by one or more scat-

terers, a hole in that surface can be represented by a ser ies of

scatterers with an ID of -1.

After a series of scatterers is finisnen, a final ID is in-

serted. An ID of 10 will cause the direct rev to ne added to the

field sui--ation and a CDI tape tc be generated for the plot pro-
crae seres of scatterers may be input. An ID ofgram. Then a new ser"e f c

11-15 will cause a new receiver path to be read in, allowing milti-

nle runs in one batch. If the ID is less than 14, the plot progr-m
will -ombine the runs into one graph. This allows flight paths

containi-g more than 500 noirts to be ma'de. However, this will

recuire that all the scatterers be resu i tted for each Portion of
the flight oath. On any one section of the flight, th ree

'I;h,"e reciver

point spacing =ust be constant, but between arts of the f1ight

different snacinas nay e used. Th-is will allow sehstantial

sav---s in c-auter tine, as those areas with slow cbances in CDI
(such as near the outer marker and beyond) will not re--uire the

.ensitv of noints that areas with rapid changes in CDI (Such as

near the threshold) will.

At'the end of a series of runs on a flight path, an ID of 20

maw be used. This will cause the program to read in a new mode
card allowing the program to sart over with a new antenna, flight

path, and scatterer set.

An ,D of 0 will cause the direct ray to be calculated, thus

permitting CDI measuremments of the undisturbed field. When this

ID is used, not only the CDI, but tie cnitudes of he carrier

and sidebar fields are outout. This allows verification of

antenna patterns and comnarison of theorectical and- ma sred -esults.
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To terminate the program, an end-of-file card is inserted.
This will cause the program to output the CDI if an unfinished run

is in progress and then stop.
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